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Judicial boar d called
a rjarceJJ
By Chris Pollet
and Frank Moore
A meeting, intended to be an
informatio nal and educationa l
forum concernin g the recent
sexual assault hearing, emerged
into a tension-filled gripe session for students, faculty and
staff. The meeting, held Monday
in the MUB Senate Room,
allowed people to express ·concern over the University 's handling of the recent Judicial Board
proceedings.
Associate Dean of Student ·
·Affairs _and chair of the Judicial
Policy Committee Daniel GarThe Fools, along with two other bands, jammed at the men's lacrosse field for UNH's 1987 _v ey said the intention of the
Springfest this past weekend. (Cathy Conaty ph~~o)
forum was to "provide an opportunity for people, in a relaxed atmosphe re, to discuss
what they witness.e d." Garvey
said he was "very nervous about
conductin g this meeting" because of the ·sensitive nature of
the issues.
Three major concerns were
brought up by the people gathered for die discussion . The
By Michelle"Munro
· chose Grant as comme·ncement member who shows exemplary' scheduling of the hearing before
Herbert Grant, former pres- speaker.
teaching, The class of '69 will the criminal proceedin gs was
ident of Kingston-W arren CorUNH President Gordon Haa- present the Philip Barton questioned. The knowledge and
pora ti-on, will _speak at the 1and will confer about 150 Award to a
graduating senior background of the Judicial Board
Thompson School of Applied associate degree <;:andidates on who demonstra
tes outstan'din g members was suspect. Also, the
Science's commeqc ement ce- May 17, at 2 p.m. in Lundholm qualities and action.
conduct of the defendant 's atremony on Sunday, May 17. His Gymnasiu m. These graduates
Joseph Kovolyan, president torneys was severely criticized. ,
topic will be "People as Assets." have completed two years of · of the Student
Executive Coun- · "This whole judicial hearing
According to William Scott, study in applied animal science, cil, will present
the class gift was a farce," Kristy Markey, 20, .
professor of applied business appli~d business manageme nt, to a Thompson
School faculty an active participant said. .·
manageme nt, Grant's address civil t!~chnology, food service member. ,
The forum opened with queswill focus on why people are manageme nt/ culinary arts, foreA reception will folloy., for tions centering around the
more important assc;ts to bus- st t,e_chnolog¥t· 'a nd hortifultur at graduates and their
families and timing of the recent judicial
iness _than _machines and money. techno!OEY·, ' .
board 'hearing. One concerned
'. ·, · ·• , friends.
The business world tends to rely
member questioned whether the
-Joh'n Leahy Jr., assistant to
more on machines and money director of the Thompso n
University . judicial hearing and
as assets; more m9ney is put into School, and John Bozak, chairmachinery than human resour- man of the Thompson School
ces.
Executive Committee will presGrant has recently retir_e d ent the degree candidates.
from the · family-o wned
Thomas Fairchild, dean of the
Kingston-W arren Corporatio n, college of Life Sciences and
which makes auto _p arts and Agricultur e, will announce re~tructured steel items. Now, he cipients of the following awards: ·
1s ,a_consultant for a fam~ly-run Thompso n School Award for
bus mess.
.
· outstandin g leadership , coopA past guest speaker at UNH, eration, scholarship, and excephe is known for his participato ry tional interest in their chosen
Japanese style of manageme nt field, and Thompso n School
or '.'theory Z." A graduate of Award for outstandin g scholasDartmout h College, he is ·des-. tic achievement: The faculty will
cribed by Scott as an innovator present both of these awards.
and humanistic manager. Grant
The Agricultu ral Alumni
has been active iri improving
Award will be presented to the
the Internation al Ma_na~~• graduate who has shown the
Council.
,
··~ ·, ·- ;
greatest improvem ent over two
A vote by the Thompso n
years in his/her field of study.
School faculty with high recomThe Thompson School class of
me nda t ions from Professor s
'73 will present the Outst·a nding
Steve Tuttle and William Scott
Educator Award to a faculty

He rbe rt Gr ant to 'sf) ea~
at T-s cho ol gra du ati on

This is the fina_l issue of TNH for the '86.,87 academ ic year. Best wishes to the class
of '87!

media attention would influence
'upcoming criminal proceedings .
. The compenten cy of the judicial board and their insufficient educationa l backgroun d
on rape ·awareness was also
questioned.
"Why aren't the people working on this case trained in rape
awareness? " one participant of- .
the forum asked.
Garvey pointed out that juries
are made up of peers who ar.e
usually uninforme d on the specific issue.
Many participant s also questioned the legal aspects of the
entire case. Legal advisors were
said to have been passing notes
which is in violation of judicial
board rules.
Associate Director of Residential Life,· Scott Chesney,
wondered why the University
makes "a parallel system to that
of the outside world."
·"We shouldn't accept a.lower
standard. We must prote,c t the
communit y instead of individuals," Che:;ney said."The University has be.en
afraid of all the bad press," said
Melody Graulich, associate professor of English. "We have it
and must accept it. And now the
University must take a stand."
'·T he University suffered
greatly from this incident," ,a
member of the forum said.
Many participan ts 'Vere dis- turbed with the absence of Dean
of Students Gregg Sanborn,
Associate Dean .of Students
FORUM, page 6

A Sigma Beta brother was carried away by Durham First Aid after being seriously injured
lasf Friaay ·afternoon. Sigma Beta refused to comtne'n't on the i't1cident: (Photo by 'S'tu Evans)
..
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Stu den t pop ula tion not a bla ck and whi te issu e
By Peter A. Katz
· University is fulfilling it~ role
Kristy Markey portrayed the - .4% of the state is black. 3,990
UNH student to the crowd at people out of a total 919,676
the presidentia l debate. She has New Hampshir e residents are
probably already forgotten what black, according to_ the 1980
she said. The crowd probably · census.
_
forgot even by the t-ime she
Associate Dean of Students
spoke again. "We're white, rich Leonard Lamberti disagrees
and live in the Northeast ... ," with Fish's claim. "To represent
she said. ·I too was tempted to the state, we must prepare state
daze off and think about the students for the world," which
warm, spring day .. In front, is, "more complex and interthough, sat a black student and dependent than ever," Lamberti
I wondered what he was think- said.
ing. Scott Wilson was thinking
Patrocinio Schweicka rt, as- about ·che spring day. .
sociate professor of English and
, He is a black student at the co-coordin ator of the Diversity
Universit y and is not on _an Committee asked if New Hampathletic team. He was on .the _ shire students are going to "stay
track team, but found he did not narrow-m inded forever? We
have tim.e for it. Being asked owe it to them to expand their
if he was ori the basketball or horizons. We are doing a disfootball team was the mos-t service ... (They are getting) a
common form of racism he has defective education."
faced here. He is not even
Wilson-fee ls more blacks at
annoyed that there are so few the U niversicy would "make
black students here. It was like UNH more ·complete and, betthis in his high school in Mas- cer." In the real world, he said,
sachusetts.
one ·must work with all.kinds
Wilson is Eke other black of people. "This situat'ion (at
students-at the University. Even · UNH) does not promote that."
more, he is · like his white
Bob Mitchell is a football
counterpar ts: middle to upper player and ·comes fro in Long
class adults.
Island, New York. Living in the
There are 46 black students suburb of New York, he too
at UNH, out of 12,483 total comes from a school where
students.· That if .4%. Dean of there were only two other black
Admissio ns Stanwood Fish students in the graauating class.
finds this a sufficient number, Although he feels there should
because the purpose of the state be more blacks at the University ,
university is to educate those he is unsure of. the effect it will
in the state.
have.
Fish said one must define the
He is for it, because ·the
role of the University and . experienc e of being with dif"impleme nt that through the ferent types of people will
~dmission s policy." That role destroy a lot of misconcept ions.
.is to-"provide education for 1kids "~eopkov erlQok some·time s
of the sfate of Niw Hampshire ." ~hat we are just like them," he
In terms of numbers the said. In a book-for the commun-

-ication class "Human Commun- Jish Lester Fisher taught at
·i cation and Social Order" he read UNH at the time. Although he was not enough administra tive
the sentence, "Blacks breed left, like other blacks, he- re- support. Fisher said the organization "fell on •the black people
crime."
turned-in 1974 and has been at and a few
committe d whites
He said most students over- the University ever since.
whe were here at the time."
looked that point, until he
Fisher said, "It was not a
Stanwoqd Fish agrees there
brought it up in class. "There program but a movement supshould
be a "more supportive
are some ignorant people in the ported by a small number of
world," he said. "I don't want people, who thought it was the community " than there was for
the MLK program. "If we attract
to go around ., America and hear right thing to do, and it was."
black and other minorites, we
'Stay away from him - he breeds
One reason for the program's must find a way to
create an
crime.' "
failure was the tJ niversity' s environm ent"
in which ,''they
MitcheU and faculty members environme nt. "There was a need
point out the negative side of .for large scale .s upport, but there will feel they can succeed," he
more black students at the was never a large scale 'u nder- · said. One , ·s olution is mo,re
University . Mitchell is not stranding of racism. There was teachers, advisors and-coache s,
totally optimistic abou-t stu- not an environme nt committed who are i;-epresenta tive of minorities.
_ dent s' reactions to bringing to the program."
. . Another problem concerns
more blacks on campus. He feels
Schweicka rt understand s rhis
many people will remain indif- problem and the Diversity Com- black students communic ating
ferent, but the n:umber against mittee is trying to increase , · with ---one another. Leonard
the idea may grow. He com- a'\\(-areness about diversity to Lamberti discussed interviews
pared it to the first school in students and faculty. Next fall, held two years ago with black
Alabama to accept blacks, where a symposium is being held at UNH students. He said ~any
there had been no racism (just · .the l Jniversity called "Diversity: had "a lack of knowledge about
ethnicity." One reason he cited
segregatio n) until blacks came A Key to Excellence."
' · was the lack of role models in
and then racism built up. SegreElie Wiesel, who won this
g_ation is institution alized ra- year's Nobel Peace Priz~, and the facuJty and staff.
"There was a lack of communosm.
Julian Bond, former Georg fa
Schweicka rt, who -emigrated - State senator and a leader of the ity cohesivene ss among themfrom the .Philippin es approx- Civil Rights Movemen t in the selves," he said. They .s upimately 20 years ago, agi;ees 1960s, are scheduled to speak. . pressed their .racial identity and
more m,inoritie s may create There -will also be special dis- found it "easier to become like
problems. '·' Racial diversity cussion groups, which will ad- others. The next step is they
brings in tensions. (Being) dress various issues of diversity. didn't relate together as blacks."
Cindy Fredie, who is black,
comfortab le is not always best
Although the discussio.n
for intellectal and moral devel- groups are open only to faculty, has oth·e r problems to worry ,
about than the number of blacks
opment:"
staff and invited student leaders,
Many people are wary about . films and or.her speakers are at the University . She is ·in the
bringing more blacks w the planned throughou t the year, Greek System, like Wilson. She
school because they remember according to Schweicka rt. She also has her career ahead of her,
the Martin Luther King Memor- said she wanted to "make the so she must study f9r her
ial Fellowship . This program whole c'a mpus aware -o f the business courses. And last,' just
which was started in 1968 after issues and appreciate the issues. like Wilsqn, and just like Mitthe assass1ria\lion, broug~t more We must tell students that their chell, she too /comes from a
black students and faculty to the own education suffers · (without predomina ntly white neighborhood. Rather, "A snobby, rich,
University . By 1971, the pro- diversity)."
·
white townt as she calls it.
grarri had failed. Why? How?
Another problem with the
_Associate ·professor of Eng- MLK program was that there DIVER.SITY, page 11
1

NEWS IN BRIEF
Demo nstat ors divid ed in
-Israel
Israel's peace activists clashed with the Herut
P~rty which wants "the Land of Israel for the-Jewish
people". The activists, on the opposite side, want
peace, even if it means giving up the West Bank.
Meanwhile Israel's inner Cabinet debated on-.foreign
Minister Shimon Peres' power to continue' organizing an internation al peace conforence.

Mark ey critic izes Seabrook 's NRC
Republican Edward Markey accused the Nuclear
Regulator y Commissi on of_being irresponsi ble.
The congressm an was refering to the NRC',s
attemptes to revise and resubmit the petition -c·o
shrink the evacuation zone for the Seabrook nuclear
power_pla nt. Markey sent a letter to the NRC
condemnin g them for keeping the proposal alive
and to give them a chance to "redeem themselves".
· After the .NRC ignored his plea, Markey said that
they have now shown their "true colors".

Sovi ets impr ove relations in Mid-e ast
Mikhail S. Gorbachev is improving the U.S.S.R.'s
relations in the Middle East by appealing to more
moderate Arab nations such as Jordan and Israel.
These activities include .r econcili-ng Palestine
Liberation Organizat ion factions, supportin g a
propos½d internation al conference for Middle, East
peace, and .a v:isit to Moscow by President Hafez
· -al-Assad of Syria.
Hin.ts of reopening diplomati c relations with
Though federal health officials urged more
voluntary AIDS testing, they opposed an increase Israel included allowing more Soviet Jews to
in mandator y testing. The officials argued that emigrate.
mandatory testing on a wide scale might keep people
away who were afraid of catching the disease. They
also .claimed it would be a waste of resources which
could be put ·ro use elsewhere.
They did support protecting the secrecy of test
results as well as the civil rights of the victims.
The Reagan administr ation has yet to agree on _
a policy.
·

Healt h offici als oppo se_
mand atory AIDS testin g

Celti cs can clinch serie s
Wedn esday ·

Celtic forward Darren Daye hit two free throws
. with a minute remaining in double overtime giving
the Boston Celtics a 139-138 win over the Milwaukee
Bucks. Larry Bird added 42 points.· The Celtics can
clinch the semi-final series Wednesda y night in
Game 5 in Boston..
·
Not since the 1981 Celtics has a team rallied from
a 3-1 deficit to w~n a playoff series.
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Seni<>r graduation
agenda completed
/

r

16}000 expe,c ted to attend

This young man was hypnotize<!, by Guy Anthony in the MUB last Thursday night. A woman
is standing on the ·man's chest in this picture. (Craig Parker photo)
··

Angry students plan protest
By Michel Lafantano
In response to the recent
University Judicial Board's decision which found three• snidents innocent of se~ually assaulting a female student, several
UNH students plan to hold a
rally around the Thompson Hall
flagpole today at 1 p.m.
. · _" This Judicial Board heariµg
1s the biggest setback for women's rights this University has
ever seen," said one member
of a concerned student organ- ization about the outcome of the
hearing held last week.
~ "We~want the hearing to be
declared null aad void," said the
student who wished to remain
anonymous.
T_h e group, v,zith the hel.p of
the Guerilla Theater, plans to
perform a skit taken from the
play He Was Asking For It,
which is about a man who is
found guilty of provokfog someone to rob him. ·
·
_ · "We hope to show the idiocy
_of the arguments used in the
trial to show why ( the woman
who was allegedly raped-'Sarah') w~s asking for it," said
the student.
·
,
· According to Carole Renselaer, a student involved in the
group, Guerilla Theater is a
group which presents theatrical
actions mea nt to educate 'the
general public about an issue.
"We're doing it to educate-it's an effective way of com1:r'lunicating/' said Renselaer.

The group will also be circulating a petition to have the
hearing declared null and void
and hope to get a good turnout.
"If enough people speak out_
against this he_aring, we can get
it declared null and void," said
the student.
The group also wants the
University to base their decision
· to punish the three men on the
findings of the real court hearings which will take place in the
next few months.
"The University should not
have tried this case before it was
. heard in court," the student said,
"they are not adequately prepared to deal with an issue this
serious."
· They feel this issue is .bigger
than this one case. "This JudBoard hearing has set a precedent," said the student, "the
U nivers'ity has basically said that
rape is OK as long as the
woman is drunk."
They believe this will prevent
other women who have been
raped or assaulted from speaking out.
"It's unfortunate that she
(Sarah) came out and attempted
to get help, and represent all
of the women at UNH, and then ·
was subject to a mock trial," said
John Deziel, a j}.lnior at UNH. ·
"Other women who have
been raped will now be inhibited
to seek help, because they will
be afraid thet.L. reputation will
be ruined an_d nothing will be

done," he said.
The anonymous student also
emphasized that this rally is not
going to be some kind oFradical
show," but a chance to "exp,ress
our views and perceptions of
the entire case."
They also hope other students
will come anci share their views,
because this issue is of importance to everyone she said. _
- "This issue has to do with
society's attitudes towards sex
and drunkenness. These three
boys don't think they have done
lnything wrong, and that's the
problem," said the student.

In case of rain the commenceBy Steve Beaupre
Saturday, May 23 will be a big . ment will be held in Snively
day for some 1,850 UNH ,degree Arena at 10:30. Due to the low
candidates at the University of number o~eats, 5,600, only
New Hampshire's spring com- those with ·a ticket will · be
allowed in.
mencement.
Seniors' reactions towards
The ceremony, which will
begin at 10:30 a.m. at Cowell graduating tended to be a sigh
Stadium, will have United States of relief mixed with a little
Vi~e President George Bush sorrow.
giving the commencement ad- , Kris Pecukonis, majoring in
dress. Bush will also receive an business adrriinis-tration,1will ·
honorary doctorate of law at the be one of the 1,600 candidates
for a bachelor's degree.
_
ceremony.
"In a sense I'm glad I'm
An audience numbering
16,000 is expected to attend the graduating because of the opceremony which will honor portunity to experience the "real
candidates for 1,600 bachelor's world," Pecukonis said. "But
degrees, 210 Master's de.g rees, · I'll also miss the atmosphere
25 doctorates, and 16 associate of college life in general."
Jim Tayor, a resource ecodegrees.
The Parents Association and nomics · major, is another
the president's office invited graduate-to-be.
"I wont' miss the school work
parents and guests to a precommencement brunch under at all," ·said Tayor. "What l will
a tent near Morrill Hall starting miss, however, are all my friends
at 8:30 a.m. and ending at 10 · and aH the great times I've had
over the past four years." _
a.m ..

Last night the Women's Sp9rts banquet was. held 1n the Granite· State Room. (Photo by Craig
Parker)
_
·
·
·

Pride key toclean up
garbage on campus

Trash has been accumulating all over campus. This shot was taken behind the MUB. (Stu
Evans photo)
·

By Kim Donavan
As a result of complaints
concerning litter on campus,
Carol Bischoff Director of Residential Life, has started the
UNH pride committee. Its
purpose is to instill the pride
i-n the UNH student body to
keep the campus clean, making
it more attractive.
·'.' Many students come to .
UNH because of our beautiful
campus," Bischoff s~id. "of
course academics are involved
in choosing our University, but
the campus itself is often a large
contributing factor." ·
Bischoff feels out of the seven
university campuses she has
worked on, the UNH campus
is a perfect representative of .
the typ~cal New England ca.m -

pus, and it should be kept _clean
and looking _good.
The purpose of the committee is tQ establish a campus"'wide
group to improve the overall
appearance of the grounds including academic, administrative and residential areas by
decreasing litter and other
negative factor. This group is
to identify the problems, create
solutions and put them into
action as they see appropriate.
"We do have some funds
available," Bischoff added.
The committee's first meeting will be May. 13th from 3:00
to 4:30 pm in the Merrimack
Room at the MUB. The committee will consist of 12, to 14

LITTER, page 9
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ON'THESPOT
As a vot er, how imp ort ant is
·a politiciilns' per son al life?
'

'

''I think it's important because
if they're going to represent the
people, they shouldn't have a
nasty background. I don't think
they should exploit their background, but it should be made
public."
·
Judy Parker
· Freshman
Undeclared

\

"I think it;s importa,n t that the
voter knows what the politician ·
is doing, but I don't think it is
. right for t-h,e press to disrupt
his personal life."
Chris Hoffman
Sophomore
English

'

1

•.

"lri my point of view, .Hart was
next in line for the big seat, but
not now. We've had enough of
that in the presid~nc y with
Kennedy. It's a good thing it
came out now instead of later."
Karl famous Fast Order Cook
Karl's

"I don't think it should matter.
His political backgroun d is
important , not his personal
background."
Robyn Riley
Freshman.
Undeclared ·
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Senate prepares for next year

TUESDAY,MAY 12

By Bryan Alexander
chairperson. These include Mirole in drawing up the accepted
In the first meeting under chele Scenna as personnel and • plan, will chair the residential
newly elected Student Body information officer, Monica life council. Steve Roderick will
President Warner Jones and Wells as health and human assume the responsibilities of
Vice President Sabra Clarke, the services chairperson, Sue Ogden _the dining service chairperson.
student_senate approved official as financial affairs and adminChris Germain was appointed
senate positions for the upcom- istration chairperson; and Sandy student activity business maning· term next fall.
Caswell as co-chairperson of ager for next fall. Germain has
The senate breezed through · Students for the University with served as student act'ivity fee , the nominations for the various Jay Gould.
·
business assistant manager to
chair positions on the senate. ·
Next semester the Commuter train for the position under the
These positions were approved Council _and the Commuter current business manager Jim
after the nominees were selected Transit Authority will be headed Griffith. ·
throuph an interview process.
under one council. This wi,11 be
Kathleen Connacher was apCharles Jones was appointed h~aded by Ed McCabe.
pointed as the position of the
to the position of academic
The Residential Life and business manager of the s-t udent
affairs chairperson which he Dining Service Council has been · senate. She has trained for the·
held this sen1e$ter. · Eo.rmer divid~d into separate council position under current Business
Residential Life . and 'Dining because of the predicted heavy Manager Craig Haseltine. .
Chairperson Robert Rodler was added workload with the snack
Next semester the senate will
approved as judicial affairs bar and the non-renewal plan.
consist of 29 resident senators,
chairperson.
Resident Assistant Mike 25 commuter senators, and five
Several of this year's senators McSheehan, who played a big Greek senators.
made the leap from senator to

Baseball-at Southern Maine Univ.
Last day 0f classes.
Mobay Lecture-"Seraration and Characterization of Micromolecular, Colloida , and Particulate Materials by Field-Flow
Fractionation," by Dr. J. Calvin Giddings, Univ. of Utah.
Room 1103, Parsons, 11 a.m.
Balomenos Lecture-"Where are Mathematics, Applications
of Mathematics, and Technology Going and What Does This
Mean for Universities?" by Henry Pollak, formerly of AT&T
Bell Laboratori~s. 1103, Parsons, 4 p.m. Discuss!~n to fo!low
with Pollak, Gian-Carlo Rota of MIT, and Phtltp Davis of
Brown University.

*

. The second annual Seacoast
Triathlon is set for Sunday,June
21, 1987.· The triple sport competition consists of a one mile
swim in Swains Lake in_Barrington, a 25 mile bike ride through
Lee, Newmarket and Durham
and a 6.2 mile .run around
Durham. ·

distance triathlon in New England, the Seacoast Triathlon
draws many athletes eager to
· test their triple sport expertise.
International distance events
such as this are the most popular
among athletes, attracting both
· the serious competitor and '
general health enthusiast.

Team competition allows the
single sport athlete the chance
to combine his or her ability
with others 'to be part of the
triathlon competition. This
category consists of three competitors, each completing one
leg of the race.
. .-

uJteJ!~fd
~~::trs°::;:c~~~ i1:11■ll>OKING FOR
to draw a fie 1d of about 5 0 0 ::}f:'f{(;
_athletes to the area. Competitors
will consist of individual and
team relay categories. As with
la:st yeai:;'s event, the Seacoast

:Ii:ilidil l:l
SUMMER WO Rlllll
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THURSDAY, MAY 14
!3-eading Day
Tnnovation Award Lecture-"Mai::ketim:i: Subversives." Thomas
V. Bonoma, professor of business administration at Harvard
Business School. Room 208-209, McConnell Hall, 4:30 p.m.
Wine and cheese recepti9n to follow at New England Center,
6-7 p.m.

FRIDAY, MAY 15
Outdoor Track-New Englands at Northeastern
Final exams begin.

SUNDAY, MAY 17
Thompson School Commencement-field Hous_e, 2 p.m.

THURSDAY, MAY 21
· Final exams end.

FRIDAY, ~AY 22

=·=====•:-,-::,=,========

The Maine Diner, Rt.I in Wells, is now
accepting applications for these positions:

:~::i;1i:~1:1i~~::'e~'. I$

Line Cooks
Prep Cooks ·
Positions include Housing!

Ray Desmarais, race director, :tt
said that last year's event was
I
one of die premiere triathlon
competitions in New England. ::;;;;:;JfL
"The race provides a first class
sporting event while benefitting
the N.H. Chapter of the March
of Dimes as well as the Seacoast
Swimming Association;" he
said.
In conjunction· with the race,
the pre-race pasta dinner and
post race barbeque are open to
spectators arid athletes and will
be presented by the Seacoast
Swimming Association-and the
March of Dimes.
_
The sport of triathlon has
shown _phenomenal growth in
the last five years and is becoming one of the foremost participant sports in the world. Races ·
range from sprints to ult r_a
· distance competitions.
.
. Being the first international

)i::

I!J:f!!:t:::/

Senior Day

·········•:•:•:::=·=•:•:-:

SATURDAY, MAY 23

·=·=·=-=·=-=-===,==·=·=-=-
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Outdoor Track-I(;4A at Villanova

(:=// ,:,: , : , !=,_f, :_
,·:, ,:

:, ):jj If

·*GOOD STARTING PAY.
: /t. i{i
* EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS:: :::::::=;::: t::
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Call (207)646-4441 mornings.
Ask for manager.

Commencement-Cowell Stadium, 10:30 a.m.

SUNDAY, MAY 24
Seacoast NHMTA Recital-Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
3p.m.
·

EXHIBITION
Art Exhibition-Senior Bachelor of Fine Arts Exhibition.
Galleries, Paul Arts. Through May 31. Hours: M-W· 10 a.m.4 p.m., Th 10 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat & Sun 1-5 p.m.
fr

CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms) -

IN STYLE

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is publis~ed c1;nd distribu~ed semi- ·
weekly throughout the academic year. Our off ices are located in R_oom
'. .151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business.
:! Office _ho<1rs: Monday - Friday IO am - 2 pm. Academic year s1:1bscription:
$24.00. Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advemsers should
\! -, heck their ads the first day . The New Hampshire wi.11 in no case be
i ·responsible for typograph•-:al or other errors, but will reprint that part
, of an advertisement in which~ typographical error appears, if notified
: immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The.New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durh~m. NH 03824 _ 10,000 copies printed per issue
·• by Journ_a l Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
--·- - -

~ongratulations!
We're opening our doors
at noon on graduation day
to _welcome graduates and
their families.

-

Entry level postions-after training you will be selling to industri_a l,
government, and university R&D laboratories and hi-tech manufacturers. ' Scientific degree (Pref. BS)_required in Chemistry, Biology,
Chemical Engineering, or Physics. Sales experience a plus. Must
make a good first impression and have excellent communication and
telephone skills. Salary commensurate· with education and experience.
Outside sales & relocation opportunities. may exist in the future.
Valid driver's license required. We offe~ a comprehensive benefits
package. Send resume and salary requirements to: Personnel Manager;
NESLAB Instruments, INC . ; 25 Nimble Hill Road; Newington,
N.H. 03801. ·
Equal Opportunity Employer

Saturday, May 23, 12:00 Noon-10:00 p.m.
Reserve today 964-6466·
for the celebration that you ~eserve.

.
at

for owr 60 years .. .

·.

.

1S

,-

······················~
·········~~
......•....•
INSIDE SALES
ENGINEERS

Graduatio·n Day Dining Hours

.

Route 1A- Rye Harbor; NH.

••

••••••••••••••••••••••-·••••••••••••••••••••••.••

Harbor

6MilesSouth of Fbrtsmouth :

.t-

Baseball-at Dartmouth College

ff,=,::========-=·

1

ing on campus

WEDNESDAY, MAY 13

Reading Day

UNH hosts Seacoastt riathlon
By Heat!ier Langton

PAGE FIVE

GREAT GRADUATION-GIFTSI
125 -WATER ST. EXETER, N.H. 03833
803-778-9851
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FORUM
· (continued from page 1)
I

!ACADEMIC
REGISTRATION OF PRE-MAJORS FOR COMMUNICATIONS: Students who are preparing to
declare the communications major should register
at Room 212, Paul Arts, Thursday, May 14, 9:30
a.m. to noon or Friday,-May 15, 10 a.m. to noon.

SAFE RIDES: A free service that provides UNH
students transportation home instead o~ driving
or riding with those who are under the mfluence
of alcohol and/ or other drugs. Friday and Saturday
nights, 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. call 862-1414 . .

GENERAL

OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING:
Individuals concerned about their drinking or drug
use are welcome. Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon
to 1 p.m.

PARENTS AT UNH SUPPORTING EACH
(OTHER) PAUSE_: Sponsored by Non-Traditional
Student Center. Informal discussion group for
parents (students, staff, faculty). Bring your lunch,
. ideas and concerns. Wednesdays, Underwood House,
noon tp 1 p.m.
PEACE VIGIL: Spo0:soreq. by Progressive St1;1dent
Network. A gathering of concerned people to discuss
viewpoints and. upcoming events. Thursday,flagpole, Thompson Hall, 12:30 p .m.
.
PIZZA FOR LUNCH BUNCH: Spend a relaxing
lunch with other non-traditional students every
Friday at Underwood House from noon ~o 1 p.m.,
$1 per slice.
•.
RECEPTION FOR REVEREND GRAINGER:
Sponsored by Board of Directors, United Camp~s
Ministry. A reception in hono~ of Reveren? Da~id
L. Grainger, Protestant Chaplam to th_e University,
· will be held on Friday, May 15 at 15 Mill Road from
3 to 5 p.m. All frieqds are welcome.
·

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Meeting
·for individuals affected by a parent's problem
drinking. Thursdays, Underwood House, 7-8:30
p.m.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Closed
meeting for women concerned about their drinking
· or drug use. Fridays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m.

when the decision didn-'t go
against them." He said the
Judicial Policy Committee re~
viewed the appeal issue last year.
A participant asked Garvey,
"You are letting us speak out
and vent our frustration, but
what is _g oing to be done?"
Markey became adamant and .
restated,"The whole judicial
hearing wa's a farce."
Garvey responded, "I didn't
come here to conduct a farce,"
and abr_uptly left .the meeting
at 7:30 p.m.

MEETINGS
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE
MEETING: Discussion of the issues relating to
nuclear arms buildup and organizing of activities,
rallies, etc. Wednesdays, MUB, 7 p.m.
1988 WOMEN'S HISTORY PLANNING MEETING: The UNH President's Commission of the
Status of Women invites all interested people to
join us in planning the 1988 Women's History
Program. The planning meeting will be held
Wednesday, May 13, Hanover Room, MUB, noon
to 1 p.m.

HEALTH
The following events are sponsored by Health
Services.

William Kidder, and Professor
Theodore Loder, who acted as
a defense advisor.
Participants in the discussion
felt that the hearing's proceedings and results indicate the·
University's refusal to take a
stand on the rape issue.
. A concern arose involving the
ability to appeal the decisi?n
of the judicial board, while
"Sarah" was unable to do the ·
same.
Garvey said that the .prosecution, '.'cannot ask for an appeal

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Obsei:ve deadlines
on proper forms)

FEMINIST HEALTH CENTER OF PORTSMOUTH

The Feminist Health Center of Portsmouth
is pleased to announce our reloc~tion .
to our new facility. The Health Center will
open for services at our new location ·
the week of May 18, 1987 at:

559 Portsmouth Avenue
Box 456
.
Greenland, N.H. 03840
(603)436-7588 •' .

'--

~drd
Assoo1&t1on
(603) 669-6447
.

open monday - thursday
8a.m. - 8p.m.

mub
copy
center

Word Prooess1ng • 'fyp1ng • Transcription
Durham, New Hampshire
·

open frid_
a y 8a.m. - 4:30p.m.
qpen saturday l Oa.m.- 2p.m.
located first level
· memorial union building
across from the ticket office

IN STYLE
Congratulations!
We're opening our doors ·
at n9on op graduation day
to welcome grad~ates and
their families.

The Graduate School
is accepting applications for

TUITION·SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
-PART-TIME ·
GRADUATEDEGREESTUDENTS
For Fall Semester 1987-88
Deadline for application is June 5, 1987
Application forms are.available at the
Graduate School, Horton Social Science Center

Graduation Day Di~ng Hours .

Saturday, May 23, 12:00 Noon-10:00 p.rti
Reserve today 964-8080

,

THEPJLOT
HOUSE
RESTAURANT

6 Miles South of Portsmouth
Rou'te lA - Rye Harbor, N.H.
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Observatory. opened to public
By Christine Danko
of how he has sat out for 11
quiet."
On Friday, May 8th, a group
Through the telescope, t.he hours straight on cold Noof astronomy enthusiasts met crowd got a chance to view vember nights doing research
at the_University of New Hamp- various things, such as the on a star.
shire Observatory, located west double star Gamma, a close-up . . . When asked if he has ever
of the. Field House.
· view of themoon,andaglobular seen a U.F.O., he responded,
The group was led by grad- star cluster. At another time "Hard to say, because I don't
uate student Kent Reinhard Saturn might have been seen, know what one looks like."
from the UNH physics depart.- but it was not visible that night.
The observatory has pre- .
ment. Reinhard gr,aduated from
The people there ranged from viously been open to the public
the University of Nebraska and physics graduate students to on Fridays, _two consecutive
has been giving presentations families bringing little children weeks in a month, but the
at the observatory such as this to get an education on the stars. schedule has been changed so
since the fall of 1985.
Reinhard ar/swered questions different objects can be seen.
When asked why he loves, ranging from astronomy the- It will be open again on May 22
astronomy Reinhard replied, "I ories to what it is like working from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m.
just enjoy the ,dark and the in the field. He also told stories

:POW/MIA's topic, of forum
By Ed McCabe
Ex-POW "Red" McDaniel,
Congressman Bob Smith, and
former Senator Bill Hendon
.addressed a large _audience oh
the :Prisoner of War/ Missing
In Action issue last Sunday,

reladng their beliefs that there '
st.ill are Americans being held
against their will. . ·
"I am convinced, beyond any
doubt, that there are POWs in
Southeas.t Asia who are still

-(A 3 wheeled, pedal
powered street cycle
capable of passenger.
transportation and touring;

Port:s;mmith, .

·Pedi-Ccib.

If you enjoy working OL!tdoors, bicy~
cling and are - in reasonably good
condition this is the perfect .summer
job for you_/
//
., A sunny disposition and good sales
ability can ma'ke this a profitable and
enjoyable summer.

._Positions are .limited.§ <;a.II ~31-1745 be.tween 5 & 7pm
; Monday thru Fnday. . ·
·.

. alive," Smith said.
· The three speakers stressed _ " r r - ~ - - t : n - · · ~? " 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ' # t l , Q , ~ t t , b ~ ~ ~ ~
the need to put the issue on the
· front burner.
"The thing that kept me
going was that someday my
country would come and get
me," McDaniel said. "When I
went to combat, I went prepared . .,
to be wounded, prepared to be
killed, I even went prepared to
be a POW. But I did not go
prepared to be abandoned."
According to the speakers,
POWs were kept for knowledge,
money, or revenge. They said
American pilots and navigators
· and others with special skills .
are among the best educated and
would be worth a great deal to
a developing country.
The speakers said there is
plenty of evide ·n ce that ·
POWS/MIAS are still over
there, including CIA reports.
The question is "how do we get
them home?''
McDaniel, Smith, and 1-:Ie·ndon, along with other congressmen have offered a $ 1. 1 million
reward to anyone who could
defect with a POW from Southeast Asia. They agreed it may
.I
not be a perfect idea, but said
it is worth a try.

I

CA$H·
FOR

/

BOO.K $

Gibbs dormitory has once again held their "Gibbs .Aid". (Craig
Parker photo)
·

..

'Prof speaks on .space travel
.

'

.

.:

By Edward L. McKey
Th·e vision .is that the solar
system is the extended home
of mankind - there is no reason
why mankind should be confined to the planet. - Dr. George
Field __
On Friday, May 1, George
Field, the Robert Wheeler Willson professor of applied astronomy at Harvard University and
a member of the National
Co_mmission on. Space, gave the
final lecture in the G.T.E. Foundation's Space Technology and
Human Values lecture series.
Field's lecture, entitled "Space
Technology: Future Directi-ons,"
reported on the National Commission· on Space's proposal
regarding the future diJection
of the national space program.
Field began his lecture by
discussing how "space technology has freed human kind to
move outward from the earth
as a species." He then explained
· how little time the Commission
required to agree on a bold, long-

.

.

.

term.goal for the space program.
The goal; to_establish a permanent facility on Mars.
Field used a slide show to help
illustrate some of the proposal's
finer points, such as how the
initial steps o.f interplanetary
travel should be taken and how
other branches of science will
benefit frbm such an outward
. push. He also clepended on one
slide to illustrate-how mankind's
insignificance - as demonstrated
by our meaningless location in
the universe - commands us to
voyage out into space.
At this point in the proposal,
said Field, the question being
asked is not "Would it be
worthwhile to get into space?"
but simply, ' 'Do we have the
technology and resources to . do
it?"
· Field described the potentialities moons and other planets
present as sources for materials
necessary for t,!ie outward push
and how technology is presently
being developed and used in
ways which demonstrate the

.

feas-ibility of interplanetary ,
travel.
Field then discussed how, if
_the goal is to be reached, the
space program would have to
receive ·.5% of the natioff's
G.N.P., 10 comparison to the
.2 % the program presently
receives. But this amount would
be justified by the p-rof itable
industries created by space
resources, and science especially
would benefit if the proposal
was undertaken.
Why should the U.S. involve
itself in such an activity? Said
Dr. Fiela, "We did try to provide
a historical context for this
activity by harping back to the
pioneering activities which
made the United States what
it is."
. Unfortunately, when the Nation al Commission on Space
finally presented their proposal .
to the PFesident and Congress,
Admiral Poindexter, who v.ias ·
to provide a response; suddenly
resigned; the proposal went
unanswered.

\

DURHAM BOOK
EXCHANGE
38 'Main St .
I.D Required For·Buyback~ ·

I
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LOGAN AIRPORT
FROM YOUR DORM OR APARTMENT .
ONEWAY

$21.00 -

ROUND TRIP

I
I
II
I
I
I
I ,
J

$34.00

FROM N.E: CENTER OR BURGER K!NG
ONE WAY
.

·... -

$18.00

ROUND TRIP
.

~ md& /z(Jt{d.6' C£#ji / /
~tt4,,~.~ J'~
PO Box 8

Somersworth, NH 03878

./

FOR R-ES ERVA TI ONS CA 11:

3 3 5 · 1 8 5 -4

Or See Your Travel Agent

We all have times when life brings us trouble

-

,

We feel sad,
We feel mad.,
.
, or angry., crossed.,
depressed or perplexea ...
And we don't know where to_ turn ...
And only if we could talk to someone.
Someone who listens.,
someone who cares.
Someon·e our own-age who can relate
to the proiJiems -that affect us all
from time to time ... .
Well wouldn't vou know?
~ Help is just a phone call a'way.

Ev~ev~~6 ~~

~ --

~62-22q3 ,
t»7,c11,~~~~NH.
1-~00-t;;~2-)341
,we ~--M!e ~--·

..

\

$30.00

I
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LITTER------<conririued from page 3) ·
_
people, representing both the nership of the environment, in as UMO's "Maine Day".
''I'd like to see some kind of
administrative and student- bo- the student body according to
tradition established," Bischoff
Bischoff.
dies.
B-ischoff said she would like .said, "or maybe create some kind
Bischoff wishes to get · the
program started before summer, to see the committee implant . of slogan to get the students
and work with the committee a sense of pride· in the students · attention."
Bischoff suggesteq beginning
throughout the-summer. She · .towards the campus, similar to
said she hopes they will have that in which they have towards with the incoming freshmen,
possibly at orientation, and start
their own homes.
something in motion ·by the fall
"A person wouldn't walk out developing an attitude in them
, when school commences.
Bischoff said she is trying to of their house and throw trash to keep th·e campus looking
spread the committee into every _ on his own lawn, why whould good.
"We haven't drawn from that
facet of the student comr;rmnity a student walk out of his resident
and heighten the level of aware- nall and -throw trash on the possibility yet" Bischoff, said.
T,he problem is not only
ness of the campus environment. dorm grounds?" Bischoff asked.
She said she would like to see · around the residential buildings,
The key factor to the success of
the Committee will be the an attitude , such as . "it's my but around the adminis_trat1ve;
student input said Bischoff. She university, and I want it' to look buildings too said Bischoff ,She .
suggested emptying the .dumps- Trash is destroyed at UNH's service building, where the smoke
·
said the administration will good."
ters more often, ana dispersing stacks rise way above campus. (Craig Parker photo)
motivating
a
used
Bischoff
.
student
the
what
from
work
activity from the U hiversity of more garbage receptacles across
body gives them. ·
I.
. ·.
. ~ - -Cindy Cowan, president of the Manie at Orono as an example campus.
the
be
only
But this would
Panhellenic Council, who has, for this good attitude. At UMO
I
been. asked to become a member · it is known as "Maine Day." The beginning said Bischoff. The
I
must
act-ion
the
of
majority
of the Committee, thought it entire campus; administration,
faculty, and the student body, come from the students.
would be a great idea.
"The students are _going to ·
"It sounds great," she take one day off in the spring. (
I
No offices are open, no classes make it or break it" Bischoff
said, "The cam pus qm be really
I
said.
is
day
entire
trashed-at times. It's _a good idea. are held--the
I
Much will be determined at
Buf'the ·difticult part will be devoted to cleaning the campus
STUDENTS
I
At
said.
she
meeting
first
the
-day
the
of
end
the
At
said.
she
getting people motivated."
II you enjoy working with people, and like
I
the present time Bischoff has
"It is easy to get a group of ' they have a huge barbeque.
the outdoors, we may have a position for you.
I
·. "It brings their whole campus no indication as to how large
us motivated, but to get ( the
We are ~cepting applications for the following positions:
I
entire student body) motivated together," Bischoff said. She or how effective the committee's
D Boot Pilots
D Ride Operators
would like to create an activity forces may be.
I.
will be difficult," said Cowan.
D Gome Attendants D lifeguards
D Grounds Keepers
D Cashiers
As it stands t)ow, the Univer- ·,.that would have the same effect
I
W,E OFFER: ·
sity grounds are cleaned by the
I
• Flexible Work Schedules
UNH Grounds-Crew said BiI
Awards
Performance
•
schoff. 1Many s-tuderits do .not
• Opportunity for Advancement
I
'
see the litter as their probllem
• Bo"us Plan
• Fuli & Part Time Positions
and pass the responsibility onto
I
Apply in person at the Main Office
'-.,_
the UNH employees.
(White Brick Building) 10 A.M.-5 P.M.
I
·
We have moved-please note ·our new address
"There is a small minority
T-Shirts
·
is
it
causing the problem, but
I
• Hooded P\.!llovers • Totf'S • Baseball Caps
going to take a large amount of
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
I
said.
people solve it," B~schoff
Plu• H~ndred• of Specialty Advertt.ln9 Item•
I
- One core issue will be instilSALEM, NH
In-House Art Dept
I
.
,,
.
responsias
such
values,
ling
603/431-8319 I
bilitv for the campus and owAu_1umn Pond Park, Rt!;l. 101 , • Portsmouth . N H
•••

~----------------~-~-----~.
.fU.N ·.
I
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! We, Acacia Bears, , t
** apologize tothe Depart- -i(iC 'i(
/
* '
'

\.

'EPSO NS ELITE 300Exclusive Features:
__, • Epsonedit-built in 35,000 word dictionary.User e>{pandable. Buflt in 35,000 word Thesaurus with automatic synonym search -and
·
·
replace.
• Powerful rr:emory-8k built in, expandable
. to -40k Fult document editing and formating.

-·

i·

! ment of Recreat ional $portst ·
.!* for our actions. following
. . .the. t ·
~

Correction Features:
• Electric spell c-heck-identifies errors instantly. Full document spell
· check before printing. , ·
one step corection for a word, phrase, or entire line.
• Word correct
.
• 1 x 20 LCD display for error correction
.

\

-

Expanded typewriter features:
• Auto return • auto center
• Auto underline • tab selections
• .10/12 dual pitch
• letter quality daisy wheel printing
,
• end of page warning ·
• paragraph indent• search and replace

Sold elsewhere for $499.00. Now avail~

able at the UNIVERSITY DF NEW
·HAMPSHIRE bookstore for $299.00.
Sale ends May 30th.

*
*

i(

Men's Major Hall Hockey 'ie
~
*
Game
!·* Champi onship
/ i(
,. . ,
: on April 23rd at Snive,ly Arena_,t

*
**

J
·*
*
*
·!
!.

t

.

-

i(

~

i(

We also apologize to the
. . and
officials, Gary Morin

t

John Mac Donald
for our actions.

t
t

~
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i(

~
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Board finds no sexual assaul t - the whole story
few friends. Tlley left at closing he could have a good night kiss, lection of saying it, those thi:ee I- hadn't done anything wrong
and proceeded back to Stoke · which she gave willingly," Wil- testified Fox said, "he had a train and I wanted to clear up the
rumors." Spann said, "I wanted
going in his room."
Iiams said. 1
Hall.
Spann said he asked Sarah if to clear this up." -_
"I knew 1 wasn't going to go
Fox and Williams headed
Williams said that in his
back to F@' s fourth floor room, in," Wiliams added. "Obviously she had all her cJothes, especially
while Spann .went. to the fifth something was going to occur." · her underwear. "She said, 'No, questioning, h_e gave the polke
Williams then went to his own I don't have them, but don't "a very brief scenario of wl;iat
floor.
worry about it.' " He then said happened," leaving out his
According to Williams tes- room.
Fox, in .the room with Sarah, he told her to use the stairwell sexual activity, saying, "I didn't _
. timony, they saw a female
By Chris Pollet and Stephen \
resident of the fourth floor who began to engage in "a mutual - to avoid the people in the feel it was any of their business."
Melisi
they knew slightly. Upon seeing feeling game," according to Fox. hallway. "I didn't see it necessary Fox and Spann, indicating '.'they
. John Fox, Chris Spann, and her they dropped their pants, "She began having oral sex with, that she have to face them;'' had n'othing to hide," gave
denails ..
Gordon Williams were found "as we do·all the time, as a joke," me," Fox said. "We then had Spann said.
The three were released at /- --- ~
room,
the
left
then
Sarah
·
intercourse.''
not guilty of sexual assault fn Fox said.
6 a.m.; but Wilapproximately
floor,
fifth
the
·
to
up
"I was a little shocked at this went
All three went to the girl's ·
the final Judicial Board ·hea,ring
back becrnse
called.
was
Iiams
other
the
to
.
across
walked
went
he
and
said,
Fox
point,"
in
engaged
they
Wednesday night. Fox and room where
Spann were found guilty on small talk for a time, according . down to ·Wilfi.ams' room to tell stairwell and down to die fourth of inconsistencies with his
back to her own room, according statement and the other two.
,, lesser charges of reckless dis- to testimony. Leaving, they him.
During this second interview,
Williams said, "Johg comes to witnesses' testimonies.
regard for others, while Spann decided to write a note on 'Linda
according to Williams, he reand
he
that
Prescott
told
Fox
with
it
did
just
'I
says,
and
in
memo
Trask's
a
Laur.
and
Black
indulgof
gulity
was also found
"a barrage of verbal
ceived
·
to
talk
·
and
go
wou-Id
Spann
Why
horny.
really
.
she's
girl,
a
board.
ing in lewd or indecent behavior.
•~1t said,'We came down to don't you go down and give it Sarah in an effort to dispel abuse.'' Eventually he admitted
_They we.re sentenced to a semesrumors that were already for- the part he had left out.
ter's su~pension beginning June visit you in our boxer shorts, a try?"'
Wednesday February 24, Fox
Williams' said his reasoning mulating. Prior to doing so; he
.
lsL
John and Gordon,' or something
informed he was under
was
had
who
girlfriend,
his
walked
room
Fox's
to
down
going
for
said.
Gordon Williams' was found like that," Williams
They then went to the long was "curiosity ... . I had no come down to visit, back to her arrest for sexual assault. Wilnot guilty of all the charges
brought against him- by the wjng at approximately 2:30 .intention at that point of ·any seveht~ floor room, according Iiams and Span·n were arrested
.
.
.
_- later that day:
to Fox's testimony.
University; violating rules .con- a.m., and encountered "Sarah" sexual activity," he said.
returned
Board
Judicial
The
room,
Sarah's
to
way
the
,On
room
Fox's
enterred
Williams
appeared
hallway."She
the
in
cerning respect for others, .indulging in lewd and iridescent to be reading someone's memo and said he saw Sarah "pulling Fox· and Spann stopped in to the hearing room at approxher pants back on over her Williams' room to tell him that imately 1:00 a.m., after nearly
behavior and acting in concert board," Fox said.
She told them that she was knees:" He sat down next to her "Prescot't is blowing this way three hours of deliberation.
to violate University rules. .
for Scott Kleinberger, . and eventually performed "an out of proportion," according Chairperson Martha Sperry read.
deciits
looking
reached
Board
The
the Board's decision first to
sion after three hours of delib- according to Williams. They activity similar to in(ercourse to Williams.
S-parin and Fox woke Sarah Williams, who buried his face
eration on the four.th night of informed her that he lived on her chest.''.
Fox; meanwhile, said he saw up and talked to her iri the. in his ,h ands, almost iii' tears as
h~aring testimony. Its ra6onale across the hall from Fox.
As they all walked down the John Prescott; the fourth floor hallway. They were· "interested he was declared not guilty on
was based on the testimony of
hallway, Williams noticed _her reside-n t assistant, in the hall in protecting everybody's rep- all counts.
the three defendants.
Fox was found guilty on one
Fox explained the reasoning shirt tail sticking out of h~r and t9ld him what was going utations," according to Fox.
reckless disregard for
charge:
alone
Spann
left
then
Fox
was
(Prescott)
"He
said,
Fox
on.
testimony.
to
· . zipper, according
for all three testifying . . ,
"This ' has been the first Williams said he proceeded to all joking and· laughing about with _S arah. Spann said, -"I 1did Sarah's rights. There were three
· ask her if sh,~., ~ew_ ~h.~~ sex reasons for this decision. First,
opportunity that we have had give the shirt tail two oc three it. Not serious at all."
Fox went up to the fifth floor, with John and mysiftand she the "train;' reference by Fox in
to tell <;>ur side," Fox said. "We short tugs, to which they all
the hallway "showed a wanton
where Spann had been: "I want- answered, 'Yes,' she did."
want the truth to come out; it's laughed.
for the r,e putation of
disreg~rd
Spann
hallway,
the
in
Still
said:
Fox
it,"
about
him
tell
to
ed
According to Williams, before
been unfair up til now."
According to the testimony going int9 his room, Fox said - He then told Spann to go, back said, Sarah began "becoming - Sarah." -Second, "the encoucvery sexual, and we engaged in agement of participation of
"..
given, Fox, Spann, and Williams to Sarah, ""Can I lrave a hug good down·to the rootn. ·
The two went down to their oral sex and then intercourse. Gordon and Chris, again shows
had been at the Wildcat on the nightf, whkh she gave very
Third, "ac~i,g ht of Fe~ruary. 19th, with a willingly. ·Then he asked her if room whereupon .Spann en- She had initiated this sexual lack of respect."
knowledged lack of verbal comtered. Fox remained behind to activity," according to Spann.
Early the next morning, Fri- municatio-n ·in a situation. that
speak with Black and Trask, who
had come. down to the room day February 20, Fox and Spann ·. occurred between two supposedafter reading the' note Fox and went to talk to Sarah again. Fox ly' consenting adults, further
Williams had left, according to s·aid, "She mentioned she had shows lack of respeq." Fox, and
lost a contact lens, and I said, Spann:, testified that very little
testimony.
Jenkiris C~urt •_ 868-7031
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earlier
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in
-h,~_j;;SP9fted
testimcmy;,Black ~id Fox in-. it/ and she said, 'Yeah, would them and Sarah .
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-· There's a really drunk girl 1n friends," Fox said. "She gave "reckless disregard" for Sarah's
electronically typed
there and Gordie's doing really me every indication she knew rights for two reasons. First,
what had ·gone on before. I the participation in sexual acts
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Fox, in h,is testimony, denied thought I'd done a decent job "after an alleged concern" was
formed (i.e., in the hallway).
~
· the allegations that he said "bad clearing the air."
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r'!_visions made/ easily w/our I yr. memory _storage
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...
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according to his testimony. Fox had done until Sunday night - defense council plea that ·such
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hallway and went back into the never appeared to testify on her seemed to affect the Board's
· . • · ......,~~'\\,
decision. They argued that the
·
room where, he .said, Sarah and own behalf. · .
~ -..'-'
Public Safety .got involved defe·ndant's had willingly teshe had intercourse again.
Black and Trask had told early Moqday morning. Officers tified, Sarah was a willing
..
of "a situation" going James Young and Paul Dean participant in the sexval activity,
Prescott
C,o1'-.,..
on in Fox and Spanri's room, brought Williams, Fox, and and that the prosecution had
according to Prescott's testim- Spann to Rice House for volun- established a burden of proof.
Fox and Spann were sentony, and he went down to see tary questioning.
I
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I
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I
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doing
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$4.15/hour full and part time
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• A d ate for thes e criminal
1
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1
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Yfantopulos and RICh Hvozdov1
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"~----------~------~----

. Due to a -m,echanical error~
only the first half of Friday's
cover story, "Board finds no
sexual assault," was printed. The
story is reprinted in its entirety
here. The editorial staff apol' ogizes for any inconvenience
this may have ca"!'sed.
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. PLAN NOW F_OR A GREAT SUMMER
We are now hiring in anticipation of a busy
summer. We Ylill be adding many full and part
time employees for the summer and year round
positions. These jobs will go fast, so do not
delay! Apply in person Monday through- Friday
from 9AM to- 5PM. Contact Mr. Lane, the store
manager, to insure yourself an exciting poiition
.
·
with McDonald's.
McDONALD'S
49 Gosling Road

_M

fMclc,nyrs
()')

Long establis~ed Jodi's is now pot operating and up for rent. (Stu Evans photo)

NEWINGTON

Please ,no telephone calls. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

- DIVERSITY<continued from page 2)

'Thus it is ·no surprise that the
number of blacks at the U niversity does not bother her. '1 don't
think about the number. I don't
make a conscious effort ·and
· count them: there's one and
there's one... ," she said.
She also does not see racism
at UNH. Mitchell agreed witli
this too, but said it was just
hidden. His mother told him
that in the, 1960s people either
liked Martin Luth~r King or did
riot. ''If they (racists) saw a black__
and white couple, they told their
feelings. Now they keep (them)
within," he said.
W il'son, too, senses hidden
racism, but has also felt it come
out. Durtng a trip to the University of Vermont, he jokingly
starred fighting with a white
girl with whom he is friendly ..
All _of a sudden, he said, a big,
macho guy tried to protect her.
Wilson's friends intervened
before the guy attacked Wilson.
Wilson is still amazed that it
happened. -He is also scared by
what may have been done to
him.
"People can act like (a)' best
friend," he said. He said parents
can nave the greatest act. Wilson's biggest problem in high
school was when the parents
considered him a "nice friend"
until he wanted to date their
daughter. He has this problem
now dating a UNH girl. Because
her parents are prejudiced, he
has not met them. Calmly Wilson responds, "It's no big deal.
rj'ust ignore it."
Forty years ago, Jackie Robinson broke into major league
baseball and forever changed
the game and the nation. lronicall y, Robinson is again involved in race relations. Al
Caqipanis of the Los Angeles
Dodgers was discussing Robin- ·
son when he said blacks do not
have the qualities for either the
front office, or the pitcher's
mound. Although he is being
used as a scapegoat for over 200
years of history, his remarks
have created interest in the ··
racial make-up of baseball's
front offices.
As black roles_ in American
society are being looked into
throughout the country, it is
appropriate UNH is doing the
same.

12 Jenkins Court

We Deliver
7 days a week

5 p'. m.-midnigh t
Fast servic,e,
./

call 868-2009

I

Sun, Mon, Tues open until J a.m.
-W, Th, F, Sat open ·until 2·a.m.

.-'~- .-- ----- ----·--- ---·----"*---••---••
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·Student Rentals
(An Utilities Included}

ACCOMMODATI ONS
Friday, May 22, 1987

Single and double occupancy rooms.
Electrk heat with individual thermostats.
Wall to wall carpeting.
· All rooms completely furnished.
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room.
Telephone and televisionjacks.
Cable TV available. •,
Parking available. Laundromat .
Lounge area. Year rdund patio.

· 12 noon-4 p.m.
Featuring: The I-tones, barbeque, games
TICKETS AVAILABLE
._Beginning Monday, May 11
MUB Ticket Office

The Strafford House is located within the heart of Durham, N.H. with
all the facilities of the University of New Hampshire within walking distance.

Free for Seniors
$2.75 for Guests
· Behii:id the Field House

Rental Office at
The Strafford House
868-2192
14 Strafford Ave.
Durham, N.H.
M-F: 9-1 and
2-4

cJ

In case of rain, events will be held in the MUB

HOW TO Gn HELP ·.
. TOPAYOFF · .

YOUR GOVERNMENT INSURED
COLLEGE LOAM.
.By serving in a ·nearby Army Reserve unit; you
can get your National Direct Student Loan·or Guar:- ·
anteed Student Loan made after October 1, 1975,
paid off at the rate of 15% per.year or $500, which-.
ever is greater.
Your loan cannot be in arrears. Thats .the only
. catch.
. You'll serve one weekend month (usually two
8--hour days) plus two weeks annual training, earning
over$ 75_ _per weekend. And getting your loan paid off.
·To find out about Army Reserve training, stop by
or call:
Sgt. · Bergeron ·- 335-1653
.

a

/

ARMY RESERVE. ,

• AP LYOU CAM BE.
- -

... .- - .. -.. ......... ~

.
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SU MM ER !
.
You're finally done for the sem_ester .. ·.
. -Seniors_: Do you think you will ever need a PC -computer_in
the ye·ars ahead? lf so then you should remember this~TUD ENT
DISCOUN TS. You don't iet them wh~n you aren't a student.
their PCs to stu~ents.
Zenith offers -discounts _o f 45-50%
If you act now and get your order-form , you can have until
August to _order~
OTHERS ·: You are comiq_g back ... why not /come -back w-ith
· a new ~C? Order it over the summer and-be ready for the· big
papers next year. It beats typewriters and full DISCovery clusters!
CONT ACT:- --Zeni th Sttident Rep'.
'---

on

SUMMER: (603)-673-1 376
NOW: 868-3241

The Zenitlt Z-148 Desktop PCAbsorb mQre of your studies with y·our very own Zenith
f:>ersonal Computer ... now at a Sp_ecial Student Price!
To get through college, you have to soak up €1 lot of information . Prayinq '
might work. Or osmosis. But the surest, most economical way to .§-et a ·
that information under control is with a Zenith Z-148 Desktop PC ... nm-1
·
yours at great savings!
The IBM PC-Compatible Zenith Z-148 Desktop P~ .
The most popular Zenith PC on U.S. campuses, the Z-148 PC feature~
·
• Compatibility with virtually all IBM PC@ software
• 256K of RAM - expandable to 640K on main board
·
·
• Up to 720K of floppy disk storage ·
• Dual speed processing that offers a response time up tq 60% faster
.,
.
·.
. ·.
_
than the IBM PC
• ·And the ability to support most peripherals right out of the box .

.. Special Student Price

$799
Special Stt.1dent Pri~cti are als.o available on these oth~r exciting Zeni.th Personal 'Computers.;.

.

.

. Zenith Z·-159 Enhanced PC*
.·Greater internal expandabiliJy
J)uarDrlve
Special Student Price: . . . . . . . $1,199.00
Suggested retail price: . . . . . . . N/ A · ·
. · tfard Disk
Special Student Price: ....... $·1,599.00, ·
Suggested f etail price: ... _. . . N; A

~

. •.· Zenith ZVM-1220 Monochrome:
Zenith Z-248 · ~dvanced PC* ·
'
·. Monitor
·1sM P9JAt~ compatibility ·-,_
·-· •Less distorted 'viewing
. ;
.
,·
Slngle ·o_rlve " .• ·
•High·resolution
,
Special Student Pr.ice: ,.., . : .. . :$1,~99.00
. Special Student Price: . . . . . . . $99.00 ,. ._,: .
Suggested r~tail price:. '. . .. . .$~ 1 999.00
•.·
·
. Suggested retai! price: ..-. .... . $199.00
-- .
Hard Disk
Ask about our other monochrome. and ·.
Special Stl,Jdent f:>rice: ...· .... : $2:399.00
·
color monitors. · ·, ·.Sugg~st~d ret~:r price:_.·" ... ... $~.39?.00 .

Zenith Z-171 Portable PC
•rwo 5¼" drives .•Less than 15 lbs .
Special Student Price; ..... .. $999.00
Suggested retail price : .. ..... $2399-.00

Special pricing offer g()9d only on pu,.,m,:ses oirecuy from
ents. faculfY. and s·taff
Zenith Conlact(s) listed above by stud_
for their own use. No other discounts apply. Limit one personal computer and one monitor per individual . in any
· 12-month period. Prices subject to ·change without notice.

Dual Ddve
512K RAM
With Moni_tor
AS SHOWN

,11111•...
:,r,I II...

1

data , - : .
·systems-:

' Monitor not'included ,in .prices. . ·
- ©1986,Z&nith Data Sysfems'
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Editorial
.

~

Onwa rd from·the Jud Board heari ng

By how many people at UNH have come
up with their own opinions about the not
guilty on charges of sexual assault verdict
handed down by the Judicial Board last week.
Each person at the University is either
outraged -or vindicated by the decision
depending on their own sense of morality.
People will be shouting " victim", and
rightly so, for months to come·. But some
victims of the Judicial Board hearings and
decision are less obvious. ·
The incompetence of the Judicial Board
1to handle a case of such severity, and Public
Safety's. unprofessional investigation have
victimized at feast one woman, and yes,
also the three men involved. And more
importan·t1y these ineptitudes, unless
corrected, threaten to victimize -others in
the future.
. . The five member judicial board, selected .
and called together for this specific case,
had no knowledge of or experience with
assault cases, definitions of sexual assaalt,
or admissible testimony. The board's
inexperience was evident by the executive
session called on the second night of the
hearings to decide on the admissibility of
testimony concerning "Sara's" prior sexual
/ conduct. The board finally decided not to
allow testimony about past conduct, in
agreement with state laws to the same effect,
but only after inferences about 1~Sara's"
conduct became obvious. A more competent ·
board would have anticipated such line of
questioning of the witnesses, and made
a ruling at the beginning, instead of the
middle of the hearings.
Also, the board's inexperience prevented
an immediate and firm action in controlling
the transgressions of appropriate behavior
by the defendants' attorneys. The first night
of the hearing was continually interrupted
when the board's attention was turned to
the two defense lawyers present. The
defense lawyers were repremanded for
interjecting in the proceedures and speaki_n g
with the defendants' student-advisors. The ,
two attorneys were moved to seats furthe_r ·
from their clients and the student-advisor
on the second night of the hearing.
The imparti_ality of the Judicial Board
was challenged before the hear~ng began
by David Rowe, the original student-advisor ·
for the defense. Rowe testified in Strafford ·
County Superior Court about statements.
made -by Terry Ollila, a student judicial
coordinator who would have been responsible for the se_lection of Judicial Board

Proble111s

members. These statements; as reported
in the May 8th issue of The New Hampshire
_
held a bias against the defendants.
Public Safety acted irresponsibily while
, gathering statements for 'the Judicial Board
hearing. The three defend;rnts were awakened at 4:00 a.m., brought to Rice Hous~
to be interrogated, and sign statements.
Also, witness for the hearing were allowed
to talk to and "help" each other· while·
writing their statements. This was later
used to imply the statements were fabricated '
collusions.
; This case has magnified and exaini11ed
the flaws of the judicial system under stress. ·
The ineptitudes of Public Safety and
inexperience of the Judicial Board clearly
indicate a neeq for changes or additions
to the University rules which define Judicial
'·
Board proceedures.
Accusations of sexual assault can not be
sufficiently dealt with the way in which
dorm damage or open alcohol containers
are dealt with. An arm of the Judicial Board,
or a seperate board should be established
to handle serious charges. The cases to be
heard by this special board could be defined
as either cases with allegation~ which are
punishable by suspension or expulsion,
or can be defined as cases with allegations
arraigned in a criminal court.
This special boarg ~hould have some
permenance, and not formed in the instant
it is needed to hear a case. Dartmouth
College has -a Committe on Standards
comprised of the same students, admin- .
istrators, and faculty for- one year. Dart:.·
mouth's standing Committee on Standards
has heard cases of date rape several times
this acedemic year, according to Robert
_
Victor publisher ofThe Dartmouth.
/ In cases were University defendants are
~ls<;> ~harged in criminal ca~es, the special
Judicial board should not hear the case before
the criminal case is resolved: A judicial ·.
hearing decision, and more importantly
the inevitable newspaper· coverage of the
-ev~nts;·would unfairly bias a criminal court
jury against either the defendants qr the
_accusers.
The next logical question is whether to
let the accused reside in University housing
, . waiting for trial. In this specific case, it
seems obvious it is in the best interest of
everyone involved that the accused, and
' accuser not live in the same dorm. This
decision was mutually reached and agreed
upon. But a mechanism· must be added to

the juc,licial systeV) to a'd dress those cases
not politely agreed upon. Criteria should
be established to judge a situation of a
defendant awaiting criminal trail, and a
University judicial hearing. With out this
set of criteria, expulsion from U nivetsity
housing and campus activities would be
at the discretion of the Dean of Students.
There is enough healthy skepticism of the
administration at UNH to know this
concentration of power would .not be well
recieved.
At the informational meeting about the
recent hearing proceedings held by -Associate Dean Daniel G-arvey, suggestions.were
made that the mere accusations and
arraignment on charges ,.of a crime be
grounds for suspension, or expulsion. It
is obvious however that .that kind of policy
would violate the rights of .the accused to
being considered innocent until proven
, guilty:
However, the intense emotional and
moral issues raised by this particular case
may have blinded some people to the
soveriegnty of individuals rights. In_their _
moral outrage, some people are willing
to ignore what they percieve to be minor
infringements on the rights of the
defendants in favor of the avenging the
infringements on the rights of the _accuser. '
Exactly who's rights, in this particular case,
were trampled on .is -still a topic ~of debate,
which is an indication of the dissatisfaction
_with the system that handed down the not
guilty verdict. Then the judicial system
should-be ammended.
But the system should not be ammended
in a community with a lynch mob mentality.
It would not be fair to the future victims
who use the University judicial system for
vindication. The University community
when thinking of ways to change the judicial
system can not be thinking in terms' of Us
vs.Them , M~n vs. ·women, or Greek vs.
Non-Greeks. We have to think as Community, and future of the University
community.

The allegations of sexual assault, and
resulting hearing has brought too much
pain. While the d-us t of this case settlei
and is re-stirred, as -it probably will be, and
should be, let the University go forward
._ in a direction to rriake positive changes so
_that such pain never befalls our community
'again. .
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Don't Beat aroµ,n d the Bush
We should be proud, people write to have George
Bush speak at our graduation ceremony. After all,
he is the 2nd most powerful mafl in the nation.
We shouldn't do aqything to detract from th~
ceremony; people say, it's a day for the graduates
and their families to celebrate the completion of
a degree of higher learning. People ask, what do
you have against George Bush anyway?
Ev~ryday of the Iran-contra investigation, Vice
President Bush is bound tighter to that web of illegal
weapon dealings. When Hasenfus's plane was shot
down carrying arms to the contras, Bush's office
knew about it before -the national media. The day
after Oliver North was fired Bush called him to
✓ thank him for a j.ob well done.
George Bush believes a nuclear war is winnable:
In an interview with Rober_t Scheer, Bush discussed
not only the fact that we could win a nuder war,
but also the apparatus necessary for running the
nation after 80% of our citizens have been killed.
This is Bush's holocaust-nuclear bombs hang over
our .heads; threatening the extinction of more lives
than Hitler ever did. A person with this conception
of nuclear war is not suitable to speak at graduation.
The IRS presented Bush with a bill for $196,000
in back taxes in 1984. He had claimed a ·house in
Te~as as his primary residence when he actually
lived someplace else. H~ still can't decide where
he ought to call home; he now claims Texas as his
residence even though he has nowhere toHve in
that state.
·
So when George Bush stands up to speak, and
your classma_tes stand up with banners and armbands,
remember that this is another opportunity for higher
_education. We need to let him and the graduation
' ·audience know we object to his policies. We don't
like what he does with our tax dollars. We don't
like the way,_h ~ has helped -dismantle arnJ-p9verty
programs, affirmative action programs, ~nd federal
support for education.
What George Bush has done in the past six years
doesn't make me fe~l like being -nice at graduation.
I will let him speak, but I feel it is_my obligation
tO voice my oppositioQ. to Bush's policies.
The ·authors would like to encourage people to
weali armbands at the graduation to show opposition
to the manner in which Bush was chosen tq_ speak
or to Bush's policies.

by Damon Douglas
and Peter Spiegel

~'Oh, I h·e ar_
d his
roommat~ pushed·
him" by Frank Moore
Rumors. R umors hurt peofriend's up.willingness to_comple. Rumors destroy people.
ment, the m9re confused l beRumor~ must be stopped.
came:
-I was assigned the story
. A young man's life .had tragabout the young man who
ically come to an end w ith
, died from an apparant fall
rumors fly~ng around·that
from Stoke Hall two weeks
~ould be irresponsible and:_
ago. Before, I op ened my reslanderous to 'repeat.\How ·
porter's notebook, even lifted -were these rumors going to
my pen, I had heard enough
end~ but thi:ough responsible
rumors r_.o write a ten page sto- reporting. If a reporter hanry.
dles the situation qelicately,
Where should I begin?
·which he/sh~ should, the
Who should ltalk to? Public
truth will prevail.
Safety informed me that the in- ·
Personally, 1-f a clqse friend
cident was "under investigaof mine was suddenly ~illed
tiop.. " Suddenly I felt like
in a car acddent I would want
Magnum P .I. o r Angela Lans- to hear only the truth, ·not un-bury.from Murder She Wrote
substantiated fallicies surtrying to solve the crime.
rounding that tragic death.
Why? Because of rumors.
My friend would want to be
· I attempted to talk wit~ the remembered by posi tive _asvictim's roommate and close
pects, not daqiaging rumors.
friends but they-had "no 1comMichael Norton 'was an ath-ment." I understood, as much
lete, a friend to many, and
as humanly possible, the delimost importantly, a hµman be- ·
cate issue with ·which they
ing__.
were dealing. However, the
He deserves much more
more I thought abput his
- than rumors.
F.rank Moore is junior, and a staff reporter

·__,1

Peter Spiegel and Damon Douglas are seniors .

by Jay Ab/011di
Now that I no longer h6ld apubli:c office and 1 am
only two ter·m papers and four final exams away ·
from graduation, I feel compelled to share some
of my thoughts that have crossed my mind over
the last few weeks. As Buffalo Springfield gave
us "For what it is worth," I give you the following:
*Inscribed on Dimond Library are the words "You
- sjia.11 know the Truth and the Truth sha:11 ·make
you Free." I think that once the truth is known
1bout the Iran-contra affair some people won't
be free but behind prison b~rs.
_ _ __ . . _
*UNH does ·s tand for University of No Holidays.
*People always say that our· generation of students
is apathet.tc, yet no one seems to notice that _voter
turnout in the student government..elec;tions .at
UNH went from 1100 two y~ars ago to 1900 last
y~ar and 3300 this spring.
*Do you think tha·t there is any truth to the rumor
that Public Safety Director David Flanders was
hired by Gary Hart to teach-him an ancient Chinese
tactic that defends against Rice attacks'?

· *John Lennon once said that "Life is s-omething
that happens to you while you are bu·sy making
other plans." !hat man was a GENIUS.
*What kind of university ~ould even consider
stopping Handi-van service to o)ff campus handicapped students? '1:t better not be _UNH.
*Did you notice that one of U.S. Senator Warren
· Rudman's first questions to General Secord wa·s
whether or not Secord was going fo give any of
the m_issing eight million·dollars ,l?ack tq the U :S. _
government? It's good to see that R~dman is· always '
looking for ways to cut ~own that budget deficit.
*Weren't the Detroit Red Wings voted the worst
team in the NHL fot 1986?
,
*Here's a lesson in student responsibility. The ·only
mandatory fee totally controlled by students rose
by only 3.5 percent, or two dollars to you and me,
while the administration controlled fee$ rose on
the average of SIX percenc

- *Wasn't the last issue of the New Hampshire
d~pres-sing? There were stories about .rape, drugs,
and death. So ~uch for- the sheltered life of a
university.
*'.I:he U nive;si;~ has: a St.rategic Edge. If you look
atT-Hall lately it looks more like1J,he cutting edge.
*Isn't it refreshing how well the directors of ResiLife and Dining Services work WITH Students?
\

*Doesn't it seem odd that the U niv.ersity would
- ask the sta~e- to fund 3.8 ~illion dollars· for
renovations of the field house-when the actu-aJ- cost
is closeM~ 5 milli.6 n dolli~s?That school of thought
reminds· me of the-- man who bet his life savings at 'the racetrack on a horse that started at 25 -to l. Unfortunately, all the:·other ho rses started at
12:30.
,
\

'

.outwithaBANG."

*If Governor Sunmm succeeds in, his political game
to only raise tuition for in state students by $90.00
*There is a lot to be said about a Liberal, Arts ·
instead of $100.00, do me a favor arid use your robust
Education.
$10.00 ~avings as a donation to a gubernatorial
candidate
in 1988 who views education as an
'"\
*The Miami Herald also staked out Vice President
investment in the future, rather than a barden on
'\:i\~ I'· ,· t,Bu~lf s) lQ·~:~.e/ a,mwe)f1°~ ~ov.epn0~ Dukakis?.s. fatusel. ,\·. ,-.,·,.·the··present. !. ~/~:,,H
,:'c- ;:-t \ 1'
- -/;,,
"and·' nothingnap_pened.
. .
;:; , .,, .'.·,~\•,:;-\'
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Well, this article, in the words of former Student
Body Vice President Barbara Cerr·e ta, "is going
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Xrts & Featu~
Senior Art Exhibitin University Galferies
By Suzanne Fortescue

tended to suggest that the · ualism, time, and idealism." .
"The 1987 Senior BRA Ex- strµ cture.s are representative
The pride of becoming a
hibition" is an exhibit of 13 of psychological states'; that father only a few years ago, ·still
seniors' art works, which these rooms are of the mind."
shines through in James J.
opened Wednesday, May 6, at
In contrast to Elder, Brett Leslie's 611 paintings. "There
the University Art Galleries, Kurzweil has created a monu- Are No Safe Toys" shows an
and will close F,riday, June 26.
mental work entitled, "The anxious infant ..about to pounce
· Students exhibiting are ·· Sweeping Swale." Patches of on an innocent toy bunny. Leslie
George Booth, June Burcqell, . grass, caste bones; barbed wire, says, "The underlying structure
Samantha_Crawford, Augusta bricks, and other media together deals with many formal considJ)adiego, James Elder, W_endy form what Kurzweil calls, "a erations, while the images of
Hamnier, Brett Kuq;weil,James product of my upbringing, cul- children ·have been chosen for
]. Leslie, Kristina Logan, Bruce ture, and society." The images the emotion they ,evoke in me."
Parent, Robert Porter, Kelly began as "notations blown up
O'Riorden, and Tara Sullivan.
-into 3-dimensiona1 forms." The
Wendy Hammer and Kristina
Some of the students are just work is reflective of himself and
beginning their careers as pro- his "exhaustive search for for Logan. both work with wood to
fessional artists while others 'personal identity and meaning." create sculptural forms, but are
are going on -to graduate school. . Just .completed a few days ago, :doing very different things in
During their senior year, they the fresh gra~s is already dying their work. Hammer has used
worked closely with University _ and ·m ust be viewed soon, to her ba<::kground-in traditional
metalsmith work to produce
studio arts faculty to produce experience its fleeing vitality.
this impressive body of work.
Samantha Crawford chose jewlery which she calls "body
The work of the students repres- - decaying organic forms for the sculpture." The jewlery speaks
. ents the culmination of their subject matter of her work. Her to the relationships between the
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree.
, .charcoal sketches show the body and jewlery. The use of
The artists spoke about their· decaying form in hs Qatural adornment in andent cultures
works, as well as their personal environment, while in her oil has served a_s inspiration of the
and a·rtistic growth achieved paintings, the forms stand on work. Of her work, she writes,
during their years as studio their own, displaced from the "Herein lies .a symbolic search ·
artists, at rhe Brown Bag Lunch environment. " I have found for me to work in ways other
Series held last Tuesday, May some th.1ngs that through their that the traditional .represen- ·
5 at the University Art Galleries. aging developed an extraordi- tation as applied to jewelry.
Each artist h·as developed a nary presence. My paintings are Involvement with this progrestheme in his/her work, which . a means of giving them an sive concept has become more
stems from personal interests, importance that would otber- -important to me then the creation of functional ware."
emotions, and backgrounds. .
wise be overlooked."
Jarµ~.~ ,Elde;;s ,3-:dimen_sional
_Tara S,ullivan and Augusta
structures, never_larger than two . Dadiego also work with organic
Logan's sculptures represent
square ·feet in size, were "con- · forms, but are more concerned
isolated
parts of the figure,
ceived and co.p:1posed as paint- with expressing the emotional
ings with incorporate space ..··- qualities present in their ab-· which are abstracted in an effort ,•
Peering into these box-like stracted iinages. "My paintings ,to achieve "ambiguity" and "a
structures, one: captures the are an abstract investigation of point of question." Logan wants .
sense of being in a created space; organic forms ... the forms, us "to dream ih ideas." Her
whether it l:5e in his gr.;t.ndmoth- shapes, and colors, combine to treatment of the sculptures'
er's kitchen, the stairway of an forma 'landscape of emotions," surf aces vary, sometimes
old house, a wash room, or an explains Dadiego. Sullivan, ·on smooth and finely sanded, and
old barn.
the other hand, explores "per- other times, jagged and rapidly
. The framework ~f the struc- sonal struggles and struggles · carved.
tures invites you into the rooms, in nature," in her large pencil
where. you can look out the sketches composed of varying
George Booth.coats leftover
windows to see the landscape textures and swirls.
wood chips, from Logan's smlpbeyond, or jus"t explore the
Kelly O'Riorden's portrait ture perhaps, along with pieces
interior and its devastatingly sculptures capture the character of burlap, shirt collars, gauze, ·
real items. Chippe~ wallpaper, of each of her subjects. Most paper, and other items of dark
cracked ceilings, missi·n g tiles, amusing is her sculpture of an hues, to create the rugged texworn drapery, and old broo·m . elderly woman wearing Walk- . ture of his large sculptural relief, ·
and a mop, are a few of the man ~eadphones, entitled, "Transformation." "My work
images Elder uses .to create this . "Ina." "These portraits refleq is a record; a slow hand groping
effect. "The experience is in- my vision of people, individ- ~earch through the night."

"The Rett;i rn" by Jarnes Elder, will be exhibited at the
University Art Galleries ·May 6 tlirough} ulie 26.~.Elder~··· with 12 other UNH bachelor of fine arts students, will
exhibit their work at the annual fin_e arts student exhibitiori.
(Gary Samson photo, UNH Media Services)
The symbolic imagery within
Lastly, Bruce Parent's work
Robert Porter's paintings stems focuses on "developing a figur-.
from his "interest in ancient ative and narrative language."
cultures" and his "love for the ·. His two large paintings and
mythologies." June Burchell's smaller sketches indica,te his
jnvolvem.ent with "densely
influences are more conteµipory. "Seeing the exhibitions from packed compositions and conthe cultural exchange with India tradi~~ions in spac,e, form, and
in 1985 and 1986 at both the Met scale.
an<;l the MFA in Boston has been
This exhibit allows everyone
an· influence on my work," said
Burchell. Porter's soft treatment a glimpse at the art works of
of the brush is differen t fro m 13 students just beginning their
Burchell's, whose . paint seems careers as p rofessional artists.
to dance around the surface . It will be a treat to follow the
Burchell claims, ''I could hear . "evolution" of their artistic
the lµdian music when I was developmen t in the yea.r s to·
follow. ~
painting."
·

A Rook.· ToBead?
The Rails I Tote:

verYi absorbing reading.
couple ot poles on a sidewalk,
The first thing that. needs to r;etnemqering the days when·
Decipher
be explained is the term Spoon- ghosts were assigned to Victo- er ism. The Reverend William rian mansions and things like .
By Christopher Manson
Henry ,Holt and <;ompany Pub- Arthur Spooner made word tha,t . What the reader is supgames popular in the beginning posed to do is figure out ''Pole lishers
of. this c;entury by habitually Gosts," the spoonerism of "Goal .
By Jitn Carroll
switching around· the first let- Posts." The sroty has a couple
The Rails I Tote is a Spoon- ters of words to come up with of references _to football and the
erism for The Tales I Wrote. sometimes nonsensical phrases. title describes what goal pq_sts
The Ra'ilrl Tote is a book of 45 "Flying Saucer" becomes "sigh-' are used for. The drawing is of
puzzling stories and drawings ing flosser," and "pop corn"- two ghosts hanging out in a thar pose a_ bunch of word becomes "cop p9rn." Manson. couple of poles.
·.
· ·
challenges to the reader. Ir-is . .has taken this ·wotd game and
It is tricky but fun, something
simple to understand what the made ·a · book of stories and . one might do for hours without
author, Christopher Manson, : drawings ·that illustrate phrases realizing it. Henry Holt and
is trying to do with this book, like "sighing flosser," leaving Company have a whole series
·but it is difficult to really · it to the r:eader to figure out the . of tricky little books like this,
accomplish what he wants the flying saucer part. The result kind of like 'puzzles but totally
re·ader to do. He wants you to is sometimes weird and always different. Manson suggests that
answer a few riddles while· challenging.
you, "bit sack in your charm air
For. example, -a story. and on the ·old preen scorch with a _
reading some odd and very
imaginative stories and scan-· _drawing called "Making Points" polly lop and ,curl your hairs
. niqg his drawings for clues. The is ·a conversation between two away." In other words, sit back,
result sounds weird but is really · · ghos_ts t_hat. are. haunting a relax, and read.

45 Illustrated Spoonerisms to
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Belew Huns With Bears; . H.EM. "sB~sic!es
because y,,e, dressed as authentic REM
to . .the originals ... «There She _
1940's gangsters.· Frank played . . .. . .
Goes Again" is a typical version
a gl·g 1·n town then he asked h1·s Dead Letter Office
o f t h"1,s muc h -covere d tune; ·but
chauffer to bring him to see "a IRS Records
'features Mitch Easter (Let's ,
good band. He saw our show, By Ric Dube
Active) on ·acoustic guitar.
then afterwards, he shook my
Over the last five years
Other covers include Pylon's
hand, and took -my name arid R.E.M. have reh:ased lots and "Crazy"' and a drunken and
number. I was exciteq for a lots of singles, 12 inch ep's, and hilarious version of Roger
while, but nothing happened. even a song for the movie Miller's "King of the Road." '.-·
Six months later, he called and "Bachelor Party" {which may The careful listener can hear
I thought it was just a lark. He just as well be nameless). Ndw, _ an interesting argument be-asked me to come audition for for the second time everywhere, tween Michael and Mike Mills ·
. his band, l did, then he asked these songs are available on the (bass) as to whether or not the
· me _to join, so I did." . · ·
· album Dead Letter Office:
· tape recorder was on for "King"
After his stint with .Zapp'a,
As a single work that is; as · (it was). The song is preceded
where he once had to appear in an "album" this -record would by an . instrumental entitled
drag, wpich led to time with be excruciatingly tedious to "Walter's Theme." The mood
Bowie, where he was guitarist listen to. The production that is joyful and giddy, typical fare
on much of his "Berlin" trilogy, R.EM. have fiddled with over · from the Murmur era. Doing
Adrian joined' the reformed . the years has _been wide, and_ fair justice to the original,
King Crimson. '] went with varying. Digesting it all on one Aerosmith's "Toys in the Attic"
Bowie to the Bottom Line (New · record leaves a strange taste. is juiced out_.in all its whiskey
York rock club) to see Steve However, as Peter Buck (gut- soaked glory.
Reich, and sitting at the table tars, liner notes) contests, if
The generic surf sound of _
next to me was Bob Fripp. We · you're looking for a single piece "White Tornado" is nicely
talked to him, then he wrote his of work, you're obviously miss- complemented by the pensive
number o·n my arm. There was ing the point. This record is .two darkened alley feel of "Rotary·
a strange chemistry between us, things: a sampler of some of the Ten," both cuts are instrumen-::
we just hit it off." Soon, the one , band's lesser known moods, tals, and are essentials to the_
and I was sick in bed for eight millionth combination of King meant to orient the less familiar R.E.M. library. Also resurfacing ·
By Arthur Lizie
weeks. At this time, I got an Crimso.n was off and running fan, and also a chance for the here are two songs from as early
A few years ago when the acoustic and I became deter~ towards three fabulous records . hardcore fan to catch up on some as 1981, but in modern versions;
strongest Kiqg Crimson lineup mined to play and become a . of eclectic pop.
of the material s/ he may have "Ages,?f You". and "Burning
(Fripp, HeJew, Bruford, and . songwriter.I started _playing and
From the outside, one 'often missed or can't afford.
Down.
Levin) realized that its shelf life said, 'What on earth is that?' gets the impression of Robert ·
Lacing the albumare R.E.M.'s
Dead Lette'r Office is a virhad run out, Adrian Belew found then,-I just dev~loped."
-Fripp, the keystone in the famecl tributes to Lou Reed and tuous compost of oddities colA child of the sixties, Adrian Crimson clan, as t,1 cold, tech- the Vefvet underground. lared B-sides compiled. -In the
himself free. Fre·e not only to
expand on his bright solo career, was influenced by most ·of the · nical, and rather intelligent "Femme Fatale" and ''..Pale Inue "Voice of Harold;" .the record
but also to fonh the band that typical sources~and a few per- guitar master, perhaps a Yoda Eves'; are pretty, doing justice is "a must:"
·
he has always wanted. The band haps unfamiliar to most pop of the rock world. Adrian refutes
that sprung from the new found music listeners. 'T lis,tened to a bit of this view of his former
freedom was The Bears, a group The Beatles, The Kinks, The bandm,ate. "Robert is s_upporStones, and .all that other stuff, tive, but he can be tyranical. He
eleven years in the making.
The Bears consist of Belew but I also listened to stuf(Iike isn't overly meticulous. He has
on guitars and vocals, and three Stravinsky.and Gershwin." Has lots of ideas which you have to
· ex-members of The Raisins, "The Rites of Spring" brought deal with: He's very intelligent.
Rob Fetters .oh guitars · and. on such absurdities as "Indis"He is a lot of fun 'once you
vocals, Bob Nyswonger on bass,; cipline?" _
get to know him. It's hard with,
·As the British Invasion of the well...an interviewer. He is good and Chris Arduser on drums.
This fourspme originally met. mid sixties began to trip on acid, with people. He comes over. my
eleven years. ag<;> in Cincinnati':' the music got wilder, as did the house and,plays with the kids.
At that time, the quartet were impressionable Belew. '_'Follow- They call ''him 'mean U ode
in different area cover bands, ing the advent of ~endrix ~nd Robert' because he chases them
Sweetheart and The Raisins. Beck and others, I was fueled _around and pretends to bite
One night, it was decided that to make the guitar sound dif- them on the arm. He gets into ·
one day, the four of them would ferent. It took years for me to water fights and fools around.'.'
get together.and play.
develop my distinctive style.''
_ In spite of the overwhelming
They did get together. The
After many years of flound- presence of Fripp, it was Belew's
.fruition of their union eleven ering ar01:rnd in cover bands, star that '5hined the brightest
years after the fact is their first copping Hendrix riffs and ·such, in 'the ·band. The newcomer
record as a group, The Bears. . Adrian grew tired of the limited . often showed up the, old master
The record does not as much aspects of the guitar. "In the on record. How did it feel to
reflect · the. peculiarities of Bel- mid-seventies, I stopped playing become· the centerpiere of a
ew's work as it does tlle pop for about two years. Then I major rock band? 'Thad worked
sensibilites of The Raisins, · bought a S.trat and started toward rhat all my life. The
focusing on an approach close playing again. Any time I would other things were just' occu_rerito that of XTCor Utopia. Belew come out with a stock rHf, I ces. I knew that at some point
fans may at first be disappointed would immediately stop and I'd be abie to -direct my own
at the unusual commerciality . leave myself to my own devices. music, lead my own pand.'' /
of the record, but further listens I wanted to make the guitar
One of the major ways which
sound like other things."
will prove worthwhile.
he directed Crimson was his
Highlights from ,the ~ecord .
His unique guitar te~hnique., composition of the lyrics.· "It
include the sinfully catchy track- with the best easy~ref.erence was hard at first to write the na~ed' that, s<;> we said, 'What esoteric things on my own."
"Superboy ," and lead song example being his imitation of lyrics for a vey technical band about The Bears?' Nobody _ · The band has already made
a few rather unheralded swings
''. None of The Above," which a wailing elephant on "Elephant such as King Crimson. I was couldn't stand it, so ,it stuck."
fatures some interesting Belew- Talk,'-' was a natural for aspiring quite uncomfortable in the
Contrary to the hopes of through this part of the country.
isms on guitar, and the jumpy young guitar fanatics. A few beginning. I yv-ork diligently at many Belew fans out in rad'io During this summer'~ romp
"Fear Is Never Boring." The ye·a rs ago, this led t._o a rathe.r; .lyrics until I have what I want. land, The Bears are a democracy, through the east, one can hope
cover art, drawn by Mort humorous instructional video, · I worked hard at things _like not simply a showcase for the to see an'.d hear a solid set of rock
Drucker of Mad magazine fame, something akin to a - visual "Lone Rhino," and ''. The Rail guitar histronics of Belew. With and roll: "You .can expect us to
is as catchy as the music it version of The Ventures' teach- Song." "Neurotica," that took The Bears, Adrian says, "I really play the whole new album, plus
ing albums. "I was sick. We did S!X weeks to write the lyric. It wanted it to be a group. It is -an some new songs. We also will
promotes.
The band, touring to support it in one day from 10:30 am to was a b.ig new responsibility."
equal partnership and it fleshes pr_o bably play Crimson's "Ele·the release of the LP, is coming 3:30 am. I. was onlrat 75%. I
With Crjmso11 left by the out that way on record. I think · phant Talk," and four of my
songs, like "The _Lone Rhino,"
wayside, Adrian finally decided it's very good,"
to The Paradise club in Boston 'like the idea of imparting info
The group is not only an equal "Big Elec-tric Cat," "Tl;ie Rail
on June 18. Recently, to promote . without having to buy some· . to .rpake good on the offer to play
some music with his friends partnership, but also a lasting Song," and- ''Laughing M~n."
both the new album and the technjque book.''
. · Over the last decade, Adrian from Cincinnati. Knowing· one. The Bears---is not a one off We might also do "PurpJe _
· tour~ Adrian Belew was talking
up a storm in phone interviews, has been side man for some of generally what type of music happening. As Adrian says, "It Haze''.-.o r something like that.''
· Unlike the Adrian Belew of
talking of both his past, present the ,most progressive rock ar- they wanted to play, one of the is a permanent gig. There are
· and future, abd The Bears' ..
tists, among them Frank Zappa, band'sfii-stdecisonswastocome so many possibilities. My solo "Indiscipline" who sang, "I
Belew, known for his unique David Bowie, and The Talking up with a name. "Rob (Fetters), stuff will still be happening repeat myself when under
and wild guitar technique, did Heads. Most of these 1mpressive the o,t her guitarist and singer, I'm still discovering music. stress,'' the Adrian Belew of The
not · even start out with the business relations have come and I sat down early on and had There's a rare chemistry here. Bears seems bound neither by
intent of causing a miniature about ·as conseque,nce of one a lot of talks about the name. We go back .eleven years, so stress or repetition. With a
revolution in the guitar world. chance meeting many years ago We discussed -it through and we've already worked out a lot major chapter of his career
The sick bed began his road to _ with Frank ·zappa. ····1 met decided we wanted .a g~neric of the friendship part of the closed, Belew seems ready to
stardom. "I was a.junior in high Frank in Nash ville in a bar attachment, something not very banq. We know each othe.r. look to- the future with the
school when I.was drumming called Fannies. I was in Swee- clever, perhaps a Little League We'll travel and live and write freedom to enjoy and explore.
and singing, but I wanted to theart at that time, a cover band. team name like The Tigers. together. We can write as a The Bears 'should be making
can •do all the some noise in the future• .
-~rite. Then I got monoriucleosis "!Ie ha<l a unique angle thou.gh, There was already another ba~d _ collective.
0
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·Stearns

Hearing

to ·hear opinions about the proce- ·
A special performance was enactWe wish our graduating senio~s
Sincere.ly,
<lures followed during the hearings.
To the Editor:
.
· ed by Phi Kappa Theta who, since the bes't a nd th ey certainly will e
T~rhs ··
He never promised on the spot
Amanda Waterfield, a UNH their return to campus, have missed to you who are leaving -us Y_our Dur_b .am-lted Cross Blood ·.
changes, and was not there to · student donor, made the UNH manned the checkout table ·with temporarily, we will be lonesome
·
.
Chair.r:nan
represent "the University," but as
tradition of concern come alive as • others assisting each day of the without you a nd your you th ful
the meeting came to a close brash . she gave the 90-,000th pint of week. The brothers also contributed enthusiasm. I wish that others could
observers rudely demanded imme- , donated on campus since 1951.
to the recent flood· victims through see all_ of you in operati_on an.cl
diate action.
·
· To celebrate this great total, a our Red Cr~ss Chapter.
;--.
recogrnf{ wh ~~ you contnbute to
At the meeting ·humil~ation of '•dinner for two was presented
Theta Chi manned ·our reception , ,our sma wor1 · .
the victim, Sarah, was brought up
Amanda from Benjamin'-s restau- de·s kseachandeverydayto.welcome - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -..
but there was no mention of the
rant and our week ended with this y_o u as you entered. Sigma Nu
public embarrassment that the
drive's 'collection reaching 921 worked as a setup crew on Monday
~
defendants incurred through this.
pints! At this rate, yo~'ll all be and furnished other volunteers
They have not yet been found guilty . setting a goal toward the 100,000th through the week .. This membe'r:- .
ELIZABETH B. COTE, Etlitor-in-Chief
of a cr-ime yet t!Jey have been
pint before too many years pass.
ship also solicited the Greeks f~r
exploited as much, if not more, as ~
To say Durham Red Cross is · our Red Cross Fund drive very
she has been by the judicial process.
proud of UNH d.onors and volun- successfully. .
The women at this meeting would, · teers is the understatement of the
STE~HEN ~KOBE1EFF; Managing Editor
Phi Kappa Epsilon, in addition JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor
if they had their way, deny ·them
'
year, as onc:~_,a gain you were faced to giving, supplied volunteers for BRYAN E. ALEXANDER_,News.~ditor JAY KUMAR, News Editor
their rights as citizens of this
RICK KAMPERSAL, Sports Editor- .
with papers sl!-!e and upcoming all day Thursday and dr'o ve our PA.UL SWEENEY, $ports Editor .
country. Already before conyiction
· . CRAIG PARKER, Photo Editor
exams but stiff gave of uourself!
component shuttle for three days. ·sru EVANS, Photo. Editor they have been banned from the
ARTHUR LIZIE, Arts E:ditor
Commuters, those of Residential Alpha Tau Omega was well repres- G.THOMAS ALEY, Forum Editor
dorm where many of their friends
Life, nursing students and-medtechs ented at the drive and arranged our
KAREN PSZENNY, Business Manager
· are, and banned from the dining
PAULINE TREMBLAY, Advertising Manager , .
and many, many individuals helped "Spectacular" parade for promotion
halls. They have been publically
behind the scenes, and at the drive, . purposes.
embarrassed by having thei.!" names
in addition to donating.
. Last but by no mean~ least, ,the
Advert11lng Auoclatea Jennifer White
Stephen Melis,
printed in national newspapers.
Chris Germain
Chris Pollet-Photog~phent
We of Durham Red Cross have fantastic Acacia cleanup crew left
Joseph Nelson
Bry;3n Alexander
They have had to bear the humiDeborah Robinson
<1-lways taken pride in the knowledge the Granite State Room glowing
Paul Ratcliffe
_
Loreen Costello
Robin -Santo
liation of the harsh actions, like
that a UNH drive stood for people with cleanliness!
Debbie Corcoran
Ant 1Su1lneu Mgr.
Wendi Smith
effigies, taken by these opinionated
Karen Pszenny
Peter Katz.
Cartoonists ·
working with people no matter to .
While not in the Greek system,
Clrculatlon Mgr.
Joanne Marino
Tom Aley
groups.
·
· .
which part of the student body they the Alpha Phi Omega Service Marla G. Smith
Tracy Parker
Robert Durling ·
The rationale behind our nation's
Ant Sports Editor - Peter Tamposi
John Lummus
belonged. You have always cared Fraternity recruited all their 19
Rick Kampersal
Production Aulatant
John Marshall
judicial system is that one is innoand shared together for our cause members, many of whom gave and
Copy Readers
Joanne Marino
James Siener
cent until proven guilty. The,se men
and worked as a team.
worked all week.
Ellen Harris
·
Staff Reporter
Technical Supervlaora
have not been proven guilty there·
Frank
Moore
Lisa
Sinatra
Noreen Cremin
However, I would like to shar~ , Both ROTC squ'adrons were
Marianne Steen
Reportera
Lauri Mainella
fore theit rights should be upheld.
with you some of the very special . much in evidence as they donated,
Pauline Tremblay
Joanne Bourbeau
Typists
_ Some people should be reminded · efforts put forth by the Greek volunteered, and assisted in prepNews Brtef EdHor
Dayna Bradfield
Karen Brophy
Kelly Briggette ·
Lisa Sinatra
Lyena Hayes
of this. The defendants are .people
systerri and Army and Air Force . arations of room changes necessary
Graphics Managera
Steve _Ciarametaro
Christine Head
too and_.this -treatment towards
- Debbie Bellavance
· Cara Connors
Mary Noyer
ROTC.
to adapt to our program and make
Marjorie Otterson '
Susan Davis
them ~s unfair.
· Donors from Alpha Gamma Rho the surroundings more pleasant.
Ric Dube
Graphic Aulatanta
led the fraternities in percentage
We sincereJy hope that otl)er
Carrie Bounds
Teresa Dudek '
Female Friends for Fairness
· Carolyn Eastman
Michael Fogerty
of members while Alpha Phi headed campus groups will have some ideas
Nancy
Fitzgerald
Peter Hanson
Tanya Angwin
the female contingent ·and other to give to us for their members to
Beth Hanley
Chris Heisenberg
Amy Bugbee
David Kinch
Beth Ineson
Pan-Hellenic il)embers were re- ,accomplish when you return in the
· Patricia Lickfield
Cindy Mathieson
Michele Lizotte
presented als?:·.
fall.
./
·
Stephanie Norton
Paulina McC. Collins

The .N'
_ew' Hampsf-!.-~
.
_

JoAnn Schambier
Lisa Sinatra

Julie McDonald
Edward M9Key

-

TELEPIIOIIE ·TAPE LIIIE
Anger

Self-I mproverrient

.+

Fighting Constructively...5
Expressing N-egative
6
1
ht
d Fee rngs
Th
oug s an - .
•••
Dealing with
con~tructive Criticism ... 7
D I. g ·th Anger a
. ea in · wi ·
···
Understanding Jealousy a_11d
How to Deal with it ···9

Depression
What is Depression ...431
How to Deal with
Depression ...432
How to Deal with
Loneliness... 32
Depression as a lifestyle ...433

Stress and Anl'.{iety
Anxiety and ~ossible
Ways to Cope with it... 30
How to Handle Fears ... 33
Coping with Stress ... 38
Relaxation Exercises ... 37Conflict and Mediation ..~312
Understanding Grief... 85
Death and Dying ... 84

TimeManagement...15
Self Assertiveness ...402
Building Self Esteemed

Datil)g

Dating-Skiffs..·.1 a
Infatuation or Love .. .70
-Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate... 71
Types of lntimacy... 3
How to Cope with a Broken,
ReJationship ... 8.3
Physical lntimac:y...4

Confidence ... 35
Standing Up for Yourself...10
.
Becoming Independent from
Parents ...478· .
The Value and Use of
~
Self-Talk...36
What is Counseling and How
to Use it...61
tearning to Accept Yourself...44 .
· Sexuality

Health-Related Issues

·
··,

Male $ex Roles ...40
Male Homosexuality... 21
Dealing with lmpotence ... 23
Timing Problems in Male
Sexuality... 24
Female Sex Roles ... 39
Female Homosexuality... 20
Female Orgasm Problems ..-;22

Friendship
Friendship Bui'lding ... 1
Helping a Friend ...90
·Recognizing Suicidal
Feeling in Others ...492 .

p.

,.

Early sign of an Alcohol
-Problem ...160
Responsible Dec_isions obout
D · k. ·
161
nn ing ... · .
I've been Raped, What
Do I Do? ... 315
, Dealing with an Alcoholic
Parent...479
,
Anorexia Nervqsa & ·Bulimia.::215· .
Herpes-symptoms and
Diagnosis ... 209
.
,
AIDS-Reducing .the ,Risks ... 225
AIDS-Symptoms and _
Diagnosis ...218
Acquaintance Rape ...319

: Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00 to 12:00 m. and select the t~pe you Wish to hear. The tapes ru~ about six_ mi~utes. .
If you have any questions Y'hen the tape is over, a Cool-Aid ~ember wi~I ~ome b~ck on the line: Ta_p~ _
! me 1s a serv~,c e
provided by Cool-Aid in conjuction with Counseling and Te_shng. Cool-Aid 1s a student funded organization. Our Hothne
number is 862-2293.

·

•
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VIVID ·.
COLOR
COPYING ·

.MOTHER GOOSE & ·GRIM'M

. bf Mike Peters

Sharp color reproductions
available in:
•B½ x 11, 8½_.x 14•
•transparencies•
·. • enlargements and reductions•
,,
•Quality ·

·

·

DURHAM c'OPY•Speed
Jenkins Court 868-7031 • Economy

~m,•

BOSTON starling at

. by Berke Breathed

-BLOOM ·cotJNTY

'1Hl1NK 601)

.fOMe!HING 5 av
1

FOK 111€ 1/Met<ICIW
f'l(€55 _r

1H& Xf{0J(lt.E 9VT

· I JV5r CAN'T
M MY FIN<-£!<

.q

av tr.,.

q

f'/11'61?/

~

LUXEMBURG .
LONDON
ST. THOMAS ·
TEL AVIV
CARACAS .
· ; . AMSTERDAM ·
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG
Also, E~ PASSES, INT'L
STUDENT m, WOii/STUDY

$358
428
269

no

279
418
464 ,,
764
-

ABROAD, AYR CADS, LOW .

DOMESTIC FABES aad morel CALL for
FREE S~dent Travel Catalog!
(&l'l)_266-1926

COUNCIL TRAVEL
BOSTON

·"Early ~i:§l~asses.
·. Take one and

\

SHOE

fly high on test day.

, (Jy Jeff MacNe/ly ·

Wanlhigh scores on the
MCAT, LSAt GMAt DAt or
GRE? Then get into high gear
· with a Kaplan "Early Bird" class.
Wen prepare you for one of
these career-shaping exams
and still !eave you plenty of
time to spare. So while the
pressures off this summer,
1
· why not put a little ofyour free
time to advantage? A scoring
advantage. / .
Don't wait till the last minute..
·
Sign up-today. After an.
everyone knows what the early
birdgets. -

!KAPLAN

STANLEY H. IAPlAN ~DUCATIONAl aNnR lTD.

GARFIELD

Concord LSAT &
GMAT classes .
starting late July.
Call collect NOW
to get the ~~plan edge!
(617)266-TEST.

. JIM DAVIS

.I,
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(

~lel ~ I
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The -·
Bloom County 'ColleCtiOII
,.t

•

.,,.

,t,~

PENGUIN L(JST
White. T-Shirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s) _ __
. White Sw,eatshirt ·
Uty. _ _ _ S-ize(s)_ __

•~ •·'~?---:.- ~ ...

ORIGINAL -BILL THE CAT
Lt. Grey T-Shirt
Qty., _

-

~- --·:-

I

~

.

-

l

- .:;

OPUS
Lt.-Gre_y T-Shirt
Qty. _ _ _ ~ize(s!~-~ . White Sweatshirt
Qty._ _ _ Size(s)_ _ _ __:

____.__ _Size(s),_·_ _

White Sweatshirt
_Qty._-'--_ Si_ze(s)._ __
r

HEAVY METAL OPUS
Whit~ T-Shirt

White Sweatshirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)·_ __

501-V MY 50fll
1b~KN'l?~
BILL 'N OPUS

, · . . ·I711HIK.
1/ElfefOKl;

. STEVE _DALLAS

fAM.
I

, - White T-51iirt
Size(s')_ _
· Qty.~' ·

Qty_. -

Black T-Shirt
Size(sL _ __,_ ·-"

if

OLIVER WEND~LL JONES
Beige T-Shirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)_--'--_

BLOOM
-

.NEW B,ILL THE CAT
Lt; Gray T-Sh.irt
Size(s) _ __

Qty. ·

_White Sweatshirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)_ _

All Shirts

_

50/50,Cotton/Polyester

covrqy BABYU)N

"The newest col - '
lection - ·5 years
of strips in p~perback - personally
signed by Bertce ·
Breathed. Exclusively from ~ -,
· Guy Glenn
. Graphics

.

STARSHIP ENTE-RPOOP
White T-Shirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)·_ __
Qty·

White Sweatshirt Slze(s),_ __

'

List Price $12.95
Plus Postage $1.50

-Alto~ 4-6 weeks delivery for personal checks. _

-

·co residents add 4.1 %. sales tax.

Qty._·_

_ _ VISA _____ MASTERCARD _ _ EX~,. DATE ,
NUMBER· _ ____,,._ _ _-,....-_ _ _ _ _ __

Tees·: S, M, L, XL $12.45 ea. po~tpaid
Sweats: M; L, XL - $22.45-e~ . postpaid
MC, Visa, •money orders OK.

NAME-'-~--"-------.------~

'

'

'

.

SIGNATURE _____----'-__________,;;___ _ __

.SHIP TO:

-----,----------------

-MAIL TO:
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS
DEPT. , B • 5 ·. .
P.O. BOX 3953
,
EVERGREEN, CO 80439-3430 ,
(303) 674-8667

I

,
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I _

SUMMER SUBLET: One space available
.tor female. Great Main, Street location
· behind red towers. Big front yard, washing
m13chine, lots of_s_un. Available end of May
,, through August 26th. $130/month, utilities
included. Call 868-1871 eves.
. For Rent: 3 bedroom house .in downtown
Portsm~uth. $850/month plus util_ities. Hard
wood floors, fireplace, laundry hookup,
off street parking. Call Charlie·at 433-2214
evenings or leave message.

Summer sublet in Durham: Apartment for
4 (mostly furnished) at Davis Cour.t (Madbury Rd.) 2 double bedrooms, living room,
k it c h e n , st u d y a n d b a t _h .
· $220/person/rnonth (negotiable!)lncludes
heat/hot water. Open for June, Ju.ly and
August. Call Cheryl at 868-5350.

Needma~~~m~~~~nowledge .
of child development to care for infant and
toddler in my Lee home in exchange for
very reasonable rent in separate apartment.
Needed Tues., Wed., niurs. 7:30-4 p.m.
beginning fall. Call 7 49-9224

For Rent: 3 b_e droom house in downtown
Portsmouth. $850/rr;ionth plus utilities. Hard
wood fioors, firepiace, laundry hookup,
off street parking. _Call Charlie at 433-2214
evenings or leave message.

,.,.,1''
1986 Yugo Gv, 13100 miles, 3 yr/50,000
mile extended warranty, Kenwood am/fm
stereo cassette, runs great, getting company car, $2800 or best offer, James 8683553.

This is the summer job you have been
waiting for. The Park Cafe and Grocery
in St. May, Montana, on the east side of
Glacier National Park is now hiring, with
positions available in the cate, gift store
and gas ~tation. Call Kathryn at 916-675041 0 fa learn more abGut this great job
opporturnity.

Chicago- 1 way airfare between. Boston
and O'Hare. May 20th-$70. Contact Pam .
964-6388 evenings.

1981 Datsun 310 GX, Metalli.c Blue,_AC,
sunroof, ex_c ellent running condiiio_n, 5
speed, new battery and muffler system.
Must sell. Call Pete at 868-3630.
For Sale: 1976 Chevy Malibu wagon. Good
conditiorl, air conditioner, trailer hitch, hard
top carrier. $7.50 or best offer. Call Kay
742-6126.
1980 Renat,Jlt Le Car, .54,000 mile's, rans
well, little rust. $800 or bo. 868-6137 Bjorn
\

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET: One space available
1'986 Yugo Gv, 8100 miles, 3 yr/50,000
for female. ~reat Main Street location
Cash for Books at Durha~ Book Exchange.
· mile extended warranty, Kenwood am./fm
behind red towers. Big front_yard, washing
stereo cassette, runs great, getting commachine, lots of sun. Available end of May_
pany car, $2800 or best offer, James 868Carpentry, pain-ting, home improvement.
Wells, Maine. Looking for a female room~
Camp Counselors: The joys and challenges
through August 26th. $130/month, . utilities
3553.
Top quality work at a low 'price. Free
mate to share apt. overlooking ocean.
_· o_
f molding the lives of young children in
included. Call _868-1871 eves. , ,
estimates. Call Charlie. 433-2214 evening's
Summer or long ·term. $250 per month, call
1979 ·Dodge Colt. Standard, 2 door hatcha positive wa,y. Help nurture a child's selfafter 9:30 evenings,
back. New brakes, battery. Good condition,
Professors/Students: Too busy for typing?
esteem while experi-encing personal selfAGR - Summer house, Rooms for rent. For
$1250 or best offer! Call .Cathy at 862-1 ! 81. . Call 332-WORD for your wordprocessing
SUMMER SUBLET: One spc1ce available
growth. For mor-e information call Child
Information call 868-9859 and ask for Steve
needs. A_
ccurate, fast_ -service at fair prices ..
-for fem_a le.- Great Main St;reef location
and Family $ervices of N.H., Concord, N.H.;
or Shawn.
Comput~r.rerrninal-. Zenith ZT-100. Adbehind red towers. Big front yard, washing
224-7479. Ask about Camp Spaulding,
justable
band,
built
in
autodialer,
modem,
Financial
Aid: _Sources located for freshAGR - Fl_oom and Board, fall semester. Call
machine, lots-of sun. Available end of May
serving children since 1921 .
- muc·h more. Like new. Make offer. Marc
men/ sophomores by computer. Reaso868-9859, ask for Luke or Shawn. ·
through August 26t~. $130/month, utilities
Aable rates. Mq_riey back guarantee. AcaFull & J:lart-time summer positi6ns.avail~ble . 749-5016 before 9pm.
included. Call 868° 1871 eves.
3 ~~droom duplex apartment available May
_demic fundsearch, ,P.O. Bpx K, Plymol:lth,
building·· greenhouses. Work available
197.9 C_utlass Stationwagon. Excell'er.it
NH 03264
.
.
24th. 12 month lease at $685 a month plus
Bedroom in spacious Durham house for
immediately and throughout summer. ·Great
condition ~Very reliable. 1$500. _Call Rob
t:Jtilities, reduced summer rate available
summer. Large kitchen, living room ,' porch.
working conditiqns and outside environat 868-7253.
659-5932
Big lawn. Great people. Cheap price ment. Call Elliott Williams Roses, Dover
1980 red Ford Mustang- in good shape. ._ CASH FOR BOOKS AT DURHAM BOOK
negotiable. Call Jim 868-2143.
Point Rd ..Dover, 742-304_
0
STOP: Scrounge no further! Will negotiate
EXCHANGE- 38 MAIN ST.
Asking $2000 or best offer. Call 659-7369.
rent to sublet my cute Dover apt. Single.
Quality living in new .duplex 3.5 miles from
Security officers full time-part time, Exeter
Don't want to drive hbme with an intoxicated
Call Heather, 868-6195 or Sh·ena 862-4504, · Area; immediate openings, compe.titive
campus : Kids OK. Fully furnished . Pets
drive/ C?II SAFE-RIDES at 862-1414',
Blaupunct stereo/cassette with 6" x !ii"
rm.121
. \"'ages: Climate controlled work environnegotiable, ncm-smokers. $625./month plus
Jensen Triaxiat speakers. Slide mount ,Fridays and Saturday, 10 p.m.-2 a.m.
ment, advancement opportunity. 772-1680.
· utilities. Available May 24-Aug. 22. Call
Male (UNH '86~ needs non-smoker roomassembly. Excellent sound system for your
Friends don't ·1et triends drink and drive.
659-5932.
mate for Manchester apartm(;lnt. Ideal for
Summer opportunity~Fine residential camp
car. No_reasonable offer refused.' et:iip 868SAFE-RIDES, Thursdays through Saturgraduate starting career. $275/month. Call
6467
.
SUMMER SUBLET:· One space available
for girls in •vermont seeking women coundays, 10 p.m.-2 a.m., CALL 862-1414
for female . Great Main· Street location · Mark at 644-0873 or 668-7602
selors/instrwctors, Mid-June through MidGraduation gift ideas! Images of a Univerbehind red towers. Big front yard, washing
August.
Gymnastics,
tennis,
sailing,
riding,
Quality living in new duplex 3.5 miles from
sity: A Photwaphic History of the\UnJversity
19,86 Ford Taurus MT-5, Maroon, 5~speed,
m?chine, lots of sun. Available end of May
canoeing, waterfront, drama, ceramics,
campus. Kids ok, fully furnished, pet neg.,
loaded, 31 miles/gal. Fun to drive! Mus,t ' of New Hampshire ... $25. Also, 17 minute
through August 26th. $130/month, utilitiesarts & crafts, fieldsports, tripping instructors.
non-smokers, 1_2 month lease. $685/month
vicleo cassette of UNH Hist'?ry .... $10. Book
sell. $10,750. 207-797-5292
·
included. Call 868-1871 eves. ·
Non-smokers, good character and love
plus utilities: Reduced summer rates. Bay
available through: The Cat's Closet, Barnes
of children. Call Lochearn Camp, (802)1982 Subaru 4 WO wagon ·with air. Ver'y
window. Call 659-5932
& Noble Bookstore, and book and tape
333-4211
good cond. Asking $2700. 7 42-4.9 45 or
Summer sublet in Dover: Space for 1; 3
SUMMER SUBLET: One space available
., available from University- Communications
862-1698
. gr~at roommates. Living roo~. kitchen,
for female. Great Main Street location ., Need strong, handy, mechanical male for
(862-1463)
4 bedrooms. On , Kari-van route. · - behind red towers. Big front yard, washing . yard work, riding mower, odd jobs, part.time,
1981 Honda-Silverwing lnterstqte Touring _ Safe-Rides ·is a'' free and confidential
$185/month. Utilities included . Contact
machine, lots of sun. Available end of May · , starting anytime. Call 436-8500 days-Kristi
PKG with ·stereo . New tires. Exe. corid.
·
servic~ for LJNH-students that are -intoxAl 862-4312.
Asking $1200. 7_42-4945 or 862-1.698
through August 26th. $130/.month, utilities , Gr~at summer jobs! at popular boys
icated and shoul.d not be driving, Fridays
· included.Call 86.8-1871 el/es.
· ·
summer camp on Lake Winnipesaukee .
SUMMER SUBLEl q :~{.sp~ce avaiiable
and ~aturciays, 1 O-p.m.-2 a.rr_. _Qall 8621984 Ni_ssan Stanza, 5 speed,J:XCELLENT
. for female. Great Main St~eet location
Summer sublet in Dover bn i Rte. 108. "·w rile: Camp DeWitt, Bal( 2106, Wolfeboro,
CONDITION, many extras. $5500. Call:'· ,; ·1,_4_14 ·
'
.
!
behind red towers. Big front yard, washing
Female ' needed for one bedroom i,h nice. N.H. 03894 (569-2681
659-5933 after 7 p.m.
I need someone to share storage bin with
machine, lots of sun. Available. end of May
Summer cqmp counselor positions in
3 bedroom apt. Big bac;:kyard: Karivan Rte.
Must· sell '75 Saab 99 GL with '80 engine
my sailboard for the summer willing to split
through August 26th. $130/month, utilities
.· Rent $150/mo. Call Michelle or Eileen 749- . _Manchester N.H. Work Study preferred.
and trans. New brakes and clutch. Good
costs: Stevo-431-4409.
· included. Call 868-1871 eves.
4960.·
-· ·
Contact F. Mitchell, Pine Island 4-H Center,-... car but needs fuel pump. 4800 or B.O. 431No Such Animal bgil that dustspeck.
CHEAP S~mmer sublet in DURHAM! Davis
2'049 Brown Ave., Manchester, N.H. 03103 _ 0913.
HELP!! We are lookin.g for a 4 bedroom
Available upstairs at Town & Campus. Six
Court
Apts.
Need
2
·peor;ilewilling
t6
·
~T_e_l.
_62_7_-_5_63_7
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
house to rent beginning June 1 or Aug. 31
songs for $3.35. Really Okay.
1984 Nissan Stanza, 5 speed, EXCELLENT
either on the Durham or Dover area. Please ··- negotiate price. Call Joycepr-Carolihe 659- ,Summer work study. Child care positions.
TOP CASH FOR TEX1BOOKS AT DUR5959 or Jon 868-1432.
:. Available starting in June working with . CONDITION, Many extras. $5500.00. Call
give us a call if you are leaving and not
-· 1-!A[Xl HOOK 38 MAIN ST. DURHAM.
I am loo,king for an apartment in Portsr:r,iouth . children age 1-6. Salary range $4.50-5.00
659-5933 after 7 p.m.
returning next year. Noreen, Keith, Tony,
/
for the summer. If yoJ are in need o.f a.' · per hour. 25-35 hours . P.er ~week for
. Catherine at 862-4426.
Students-We'l.1take the aluminum cans
Custom_Chevy Van:·_,1978 G30, 1 ton, Blue
roommate or also looking for an apartment .-: information/application; call Little People's
fro'm your dorms, frats, apt 's. CREW
Subletters: Are you planning to spend a ·
Metal fl.a ke paint, Sunroof, vent, visor,
'
· _C_e_nt_
·e_r_86_8_-_54_1_2_ __ _ _ _ __
recycling project Oyster Riv.~r Middle
aluminum rims, new tires-b.rakes, and more
fun-filled summer in Durham? We have . PLEASE call LAURA at 862-4313.
School gym-Coe Drive, Durham. April 15,
Earn $250/wk this summer. Be a personal
$3000 or b / o 868-6123.
the place fqr you! Spacious singles and
ROOMMATE WANTED: Gorgeous con~
7:30-4:30, April 16, 9-1.
care attendant. No experience necessary.
double available, in roomy house at
do m i n i u m i'n N e w m a r k et , w / w ,
Must Selll 1982 Mercury Lynx excellent
Meals included.Duties are: Van Driving,
Davis Cot:Jrts. CaH Stephanje at 868-1438
washer/dryer, swimming, tennis, private
\ condition, white, no rust 4-speed-AM/FM
TURN YOUR UNWANTED TEXTBOOKS
Be.aching, funning -and personal care
for- more info.
•
·
parking, pets neg. Female non-smoker.
panasonic cassette stereo-$1,900! Call
INTO CASH AT DURHAM BOOK EX(YUCK!). Call Dan 692-4764 evenings.
Call
Jei;in
862-4407
Janice 749-2947.
SUMMER SUBLET: 2 bedroom, Woodman
CHANGE.
Rd. 2 or 3 females preferred, price negotSingle room with bath- no smokers. Female. - Educational Talent Search, an on-campus
iable, call soon for June-August 868-9850,
June-Sept. $225/month .. Sept. 1-June 1, - program helping disadvantaged students
with college plans, has two summer WORK862-4343 Emily or Laura
1988 $325/month. 868-2950 after 5 p.m.
STUDY postions open. Job involves office·
responsibilities including contacting colleges and students. _May 25, 1987-June
By GARY LARSON
26, 1987, 30-40 hours per week. $5.00 hour.
Contact: C. Julian at 862-1562
0

a

a

THE FAR SIDE

,.._:

-'
.

Great summer job-Student owned hous~
painting business se,eks rel-iable, hardwork- "
ing individuals for summer employment.
Good pay. Call Nancy at 679-88_
73
Looking for fun in the sun? And would like
to make a lot of money this slimmer? How
about an exciting job managing a hot dog
stand in Portsmouth area.
Be A Peer Counselor Nel(t Year: Career
Planning and Placement will need 2 (ideally
1 current sophomore and 1 junior) ..You'II
receive training appropriate fa helping other
students achieve their career goals. Must
be work study. Pay is $4.25 per hour. Call
201 0 for further inf9rmation.
Political jobs-Join the League of Conser- vation Voters in our efforts to enact national
acid' rain legislation, reduce household
tox ins. Nation's largest environmental
political committee needs qualified, committed people to_fundraise and organize.
Help elect environmental leaders to federal
and state offices. Summer and permanent,
fu ll-time. Training , benefits, advancement..
$160-$400/week. M-F 1:30-10:30 p.r'n. Call
430-8312. LCV 48 Congress $t. Ports 0
mouth, NH

a

Taking year off? Good with kids? Be a
Nanny! Boston area agency seeks qualified
applicants for placementwith carefully
screened families . ·Call collect (617)9692850. Ask for Joan.
··

1

-------~------,

I
.My time in this country had been short but I
my love and my memories of you will be · I
forever. I wish the h_ap-piesi: 20th birthday I
To my favorite Roomie, Ann

·I

· possible. I will ,;niss you _and I promise
visit you. Tolthe bdt future RA.

HUTANEPREM
KARU CHU FALU

to

II

I
I
I
I:

I

I.

t·
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Durham Book would like to thank all those
students who participated in the Si xth
Annual DBE Basketball Tournament.

JQK, You 're cu_tel Love , Woody

3 Cheers for Prof. Christine CompstonSimply the-best!
F-3 and P-5, you are terrific friends, I love
you!! Love, Kim.

Hey Sig Ep Madman-the Swash Buckling
Controller. This semester was interesting,
and its only just begun . Fun and sun await
us this summer. Toes' in sand, drink in hand.
Whafmore could one want? Love you a
wicked lot, KT.

6 , M, J, E, S, B, & M: Hey' How can we end
· the semester with all of these unanswered
qtJestions? Is Ugly & Evil human. or reptile?
Will the olives ever evolve? ,[Yoes Gordon
I love you guys! I'll miss you guys1 It will . Haaland really live in that house? What
never be the same in A3, without the
has become of Rocky? What exactly has
midnight cookie urges, the weeks of fasting,
Senor G. H. got in thern,, anyway? W.ill Eric
rooms fo.r rent, no money, no studying
be able to find his way home? WHERE ARE
(except Esther), cuc1Jmbers, etc ... 1'11 miss
WE GOING TO LIVE???!!! Have a great
you all. Come visit next year! xxoo Karen .
summer anyway.(Dammit!)-:--Love N

To the Arabian exterminator and the girl
with the be~ud , than~s for the dance on
Halloween of '{33. It's been a great 4 years'!

To Senor Earwiggle, of COURSE you'll write
LAST ISSUE 1 Goodbye and good luck to
your paper, finish your final exam, get better
those leaving TNHI Bye Dave. Bye PKat tennis, NOT get m9no, pack your bags,
thanks-have a good internship! Bye Carrieand come eat apricots at my house this
ballsiest ad manager in the E;ast 1 Bye
summer.•Carolyn
"admen"-remember to visit! Bye Frankscoop .the AZTEC! Bye typists-th,a.nks 11 -,-HAVE A GOOD SUMMER! DURHAM
(especially Chris). Bye to anyone Ive left BOOK EXCHANGE.
out! Deb-maybe next fall ALL of our staff • • •
will show up!! Bye Earwig and Carolyn(funk .
queen of Fresno)-ren:iember NH! Nancyhave fun in the ·gang showers with Prince
Edward! JoAnn-Rice-a-Roni and Oreos!
Hurrah for our apartment (where?) . Weasel- :
(you do too)-see you as a mubrat in
September . Happy birthday 8 / 8! Bye ~
everyone. See you ne xt Semester. Be
GRAPHIC .. Love, The High Priestess.

(JtiAT~ £V~N nlc
NEW f.{l(MP5ff lRt .
CAMCell.tO y()I)../<

~ '\

C).:%:1 i?ft: W/l~l. Or
r"~;u.Ne ~~ 0 ""

/Je vJ 1.£.~ P.

•· '

Barbara, happy belated .birthday. Thanks
for entertaining me all year. It made up for
all of your campaign blunders. Watch out
for those shuttle buses. By the way, isn't
it the month of MAY? The Prez.

***
*·

A is for Alpha; P is for Phi; You 're missing
some letters; Where could they be? For
a clue look in the mail.

Universi

5~1P~
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Comics

BRUSHING UP ON Y OUR SHAKESPEARE

GII?'-~

By St eve Melisi

ROMEO! RDHEO! \

l/

WHER£F01~.E ARTTl-f()}J ·
ROMEO!

I.

EARLY SHAKESPEARE FAILURE:
\7ACk AND

.TULIE.T" .

WELL. SHAt>€'i

. SHADES, DO '1'R
CWrLL OUT
Bour"' SKATEBOfiJ)ltt'? EGG.5 ! rr S
A ;t-tf\P.
\
~NOW At\'l,N\.t-lG

---~n U)O~ LIKE~
\-\~"6tta"TEN "
NOW!

/
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- .By Bob Durling

Jumpin' Jake

r-- 1

r ... I /Yl

I.

,,

/ our

OF .

WHISKE't!

a

MAYB f . / SJ~ OVLD
TALk ·To S0f'/\E-

EVER

UP TH 15 MORNIN
I 1<E£.P TH1Nkl .
.l'M ·A GIAN

ONf.. ABOUT

THIS.

0

)INC£ J WOK ·

°

0

i,

NEWT.

0

HI! THIS
15 CRUEL-AID.
WHAT 5 YoVR :

·-\ r•

ME.RKEl:_ .

TE £{1'8Y' ,:::.;...~ll(..;.;_ti_

Ha:tnpsha HiCkS

. ON STUDY/

Y PR
YOUR

-~

0

1
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NG.

-

CoVN5EL ING
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SHOVL~

TALK To
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I!
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PRogLErl?

WELL)
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Bring your text, books tO the
UNH bookstore
and . enter· our: ··
contest for a .
semester · ·
. membership at the
i Franklin · - · ·
Fitness ·,_ .I .C enter

,

(3

I

• ·
A service o.f · ·

t

§

.
.

f HOURSATUNH
. t . BOOKSTORE ·. .

-

. M/O N-.T H.U RS 8:30-6:00
. FRI 8:30-5:00
SAT 10:00-4:00

'

.

HOURS AT THE SENATE
· RM ~AT THE MUB
MO.N .,MAY 18 T.HR'U
. THURS.,MAY21,
.FRI., MA)' 23, 9-4 .·

'
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CREW
(~ontinued from pa~e 27)
behind the winning Rollins
boat. The novice eight-man boat __
did not qualify for the final, even
though he felt the boat was
faster than last years, which did,
and the boat also won the
previous week's regatta at Worcester. This may .be Gilkey's last
race, because he is applying to
graduate schools. If he does not
return, Gilkey' said there would
definitely be another novice
coach.
Another thing the team has
to look forward to is indoor
rowing tanks, whith could be
the most important. With tanks,
the team could row on water the
entire year, rather than waiting
for the Oyster River to thaw.

races, which is µot allowed. This
could/ be a reason Wesleyah _
finished further ahe-ad than the
7/ lOths of a second· that it beat
UNH by the previous weekend.
Allsopp said -Wesleyan would
be added to the team's schedule
_' next year and UNH _"woult
teach them a thing or two.
Allsopp's racing stra.tegy has
been to row against harder
teams than they face at the two
season-ending regattas. Allsopp ·
said he is willing to have a less
hard race. "If the race is competitive, it will be good for us,"
he said.
Novice coach Keith Gil_key's
four-man boat finished fifth, ·
only fou:r anq a half seconds

Allsopp said UNH was the last
Dad Vail team to practice on
the water.
The tanks are not expensive,
Allsopp said, especially when
there is "a coach who is crazy
enough to dig a ditch himself."
He hopes to find a vacant lot
and get a concrete company to
donate the concrete. Perhaps
the team could even race with
the company's logo on its back,
, just like Rocky Balboa's robe
in the original "Rocky."
Thus .with an upcoming national regatta coming up, ~ new
rival, possibly a new coach, and
best of all, indoor tanks, ~he crew
team has a lot for which to look
forward.

SENIORS - - - - - - ; (continuedJrom page 28)
to impossible for me to ·make
Wildcat Barry Fraser gets his arm caught on a UVM player's a big-time college team," said
Ferrin. "That just motivated
shoulder-during Satur~ay's win. (Craig Parker photo)
me."
Conner remembered an incident which happened during
Ferrin's freshman year. "Tom
made the team the fall of his
freshman year. I'll never forget
this. He came up to me and told
me he never thought he'd make
it."
"I knew he'd never be a .300
hitter," _confinued Conner. "But
he gets the job done because he's
a strong line drive hitter. He's
also an outstanding fielder. If
. there's one player out there who
I hope to see the ball hit to, it's
Tom. I know he'll make the
,play."
-Ferrin has enjoyed a fine year
running the infield. He says the
biggest highlight of tqe year was

'--

be-ating Maine t~ice. Said Ferrin, "I went home and everybody
was saying, 'Wow you guys beat
- Maine.' Now instead of saying
that we're in the same division
as them, I cari say that they' re
in the same division as us and
we finished first."
Larkin has proven a valuable
part of the team. From Walpole,
·NH, Larkin has seen action as
both. an outfielder and a first
baseman. This year· he's also
· seen some duty as the designated
hitter.
"Steve came here as an outfielder, but he's never had a
strong arm," said Conner. "His
bat is his biggest asset."
''He's a streak hitter," continued the coach. ''He usually
starts out great, gets into a hole,
and then pulls out of it. He's
done just that this year."

Larkin easily adapted to the
- first base position after moving
_ in from the ·outfield. He'.s filled
the role tremendously. He has
- also shown his batting ability
by leading the team in sacrifices.
"I wouldn't trade my expe·
riences here for anything. Baseball added so much to my time
· here," said Ferrin. "Th.r ough
it I met some of my best friends
and I learned how to organize
my time. I_ think I do better in
school because of all of it. School
isn't just classes. There is more
to it. I think I've had a wellrounded college career."
All three players have repres- ented UNH well d-µring thei-r
careers. Unfortunately, for a
college ballplayer, those "careers'' last only four years. -

FIRST :PLACE
(continued from page_28)

Two future UNH laxmen took the opportunity to get some , ford then we can beat them."
Jnfielder Tom '.ferrin agreed.
practice in Saturday. (Craig Parker photo)
"We do well agarnst teams we
know nothing about," said Fer-

rin. "We've proved that already · -we'll battie them. When crunch
this year. 'those teams can't time comes we can play with the
psych us out. We're not going best of them. Nobody is going
down there as the favorites but to walk on us."

·Mavbe there is

for
a-substitute
•
•
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Fraser spearheads win over rivalUVM
•

By Paul Sweeney
An evil fate has dragged the
UNH men's lacrosse' team
through a disappointing year.
Ranked in the pre-season top
ten, the Wildcats plummeted
and carried a 2-11 record into

.

Fraser: in elite company

last Friday's season fin ale
against Vermont.
.
Not even the nastiest curse
could prevent the 'Cats from
winning this game, though. It
was senior, super-s~orer Barry
Fraser's last one in a UNH
uniform, and it just wouldn't
have been right if the Wildcats
- lost .,.t o the 8- 5 Catamounts. So
they didn't.
.
.
.
UNH took ·a decisive 18-13
victory, led by the man of the
hour, Fraser himself, who scored
eight points (5 goals;"3 assists)
"It's always nice to win against.
Vermont," the 1986 AllArrietican Fraser saicL ..-T11ey
rnJk up a big stor~. I didn't want
to go out losing either."
The eight points give Fraser _

-

'

•

/f

-

•• •••

•

G

205 for his career (138 g, 67 a),
landirig him the third spot on
the UNH all-time scoring list.
Those credentials place him in
some nice company with former
UNH .lax heroes Steve Glover
and John - Fay, who top the
scoring list with 229 points each. ·
Both also won num·erous na-:
tional honors during their careers .
• ''Thar right there gives you
a clear picture of what he can
do for the offense," UNH coach
Ted Garber said about Fraser.
"He's one of the best offensive _
players ever to play at UNH.".
The Wildcats had two games
cancelled that were not rescheduled this-season. It would've
been·difficult, but not completely_ beyond Fraser's ability to
score 24 points in those two,
games, tying the career scoring
record. He was disappointed in
not havi.ng the opportunity, but
overall is more than pleased
with his a~complishments of
the past four years. "I ·think I've
ha,d a good career and really The men's lacrosse team, suffering throug!J. one_of their worst seasons in memory, salvaged
helped the team out," Fraser some pride by powering past the Cata.mounts of UVM, Saturday, 18~13. Here, Barry Fraser
said.
slips one of his five goals_Of?. the day between the goalies's legs.
"
·
There is going to be a-large
·
(Craig
Parker
photo)
void left to fill in the Wildcat
offense when -its leading scorer
ve1ing to Australia next Jamiary
graduates. "It's hard to teach the yo_unger players down," of it, though. _
"It · was a le'arnirig expe- to play lacrosse professionally.
offense," Garber said. "You need , Garber said. "They look to him
rience,"" he said. "It's not a bad After that, he is.,c;:onsidering
an uncanny knack to scqre or when the pressure is on."
In the Vermont game, a rival way to go out because I've getting into coach,ing rh~· game.
set up plays. Barry's got that
contest for the 'Cats, Fraser led learned what it might be like ' ''I've learned a'lot: from. ·the
natural scoring talent."
coaching here," he said. _~ .
Garber said Fraser has the UNH to a 18-7 fourth quarter further on down the road."
Hope-fully, it won't.be lort.g
advantage
before
the
CataGarber
said
that
losing
is
qualities that make him the
lacrosse version of The Great . mounts scored the last six goals ' something that -happens to the before a playe·r of Fraser's
best of them in athletics. "It was caliber hits th€ UNH lax scene.
G{etzky. "He's not the fastest to make the score respectable.
It certainly wasn't the merri- • tough for him to take because Sophomore Mike McCaffrey has.
guy on the team, but he can
recognize situations q,!licker," es-t of springs for fraser, ending he's such a competitor," Garber shown signs~9f brilliance,;inGarber said. "He can anticipate his career with a losing season. _ said. "Any nor.ma.I human being ,cluding six goals in Ft)day's
w..elL in.,sc_o ring and .pass:ing · He said that it was tough to take ,, would be d,is_h¢,,~rJened.by_it, but g_a me ..,J~Qtser _wilL n.e ye.c be
_
because he's been on winning those things happen to a lot of forgotten, though.
situations."
··Be's not only a good lauos-se
Fraser also serves the neu- teams at UNH and at prep people. In the long run, he dealt
pfayer," Garber said,. ''he's also
tralizing factor as leader for ,the · school for the la.s t few years. He with the situation maturely."
Fraser has intentions of tra- · an u_p.selfish one." ~
team_~n big gam_es. "He settles did see some ·redeeming aspects
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JV rowers going to another:race
By ·Peter A. Katz
York, which will include the best
The men's crew team com- crews from around the country.
Varsity coach Chris Allsopp
peted in its last race of the ,
season, but the team has plenty said the JV race 'was "the most
of other things to look forward exciting race" with the lead
changing between the two boats
to.
_
Last weekend the tea:·m com- four times. In the end, though~
peted. in the Dad Vail Regatta UNH lost by _8/ lOths of a
against Ot.her Divi_sion II second.
Allsopp ~said the JV boat
schools. Because the junior
· varsity boat came in: · second would take a couple of days· off
behind favored Temple Univer- to catch _up on school work,
sity, they were invited,totheJune before resuming practices.
The team also has a new rival.
6th regatta at 'Syracuse, New

In the varsity ra.ce, UNH ·came
in fourth place, 10 seconds
behind winning _boat Temple.
Only three seconds separated
UNH from second-place fin ::
is her Wesleyan University, ,
though.
. The new rivalry i~ .with Wes-•leyan, because, according to varsity coxswa-in Craig ,Vosburgh, they replaced two rowers
after t~e first of two qu~l'ifying
CREW, page 26

A Wildcat and a Catamoµnt get caught up in the action over
the weekend. (C~aig Parker photo)
For the first ti'm~ ever, the UNH women's crew team will
compete in the Eastern Sprints in New Preston, Connecticut

Sunday. Radcliffe College is favored .in the race, whkh
ser~es as.the ·eastern championships. The UNH team, which
just moved up t~ Divisi~n I for this seaso·n, are seeded

~ - - -·- -seventtiin·the·fie1d 6f1-8;
..

-

·

~ • -- • -- . -• ~,

~ .- • - -
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~ . -· .. ~- ~

• ~,

A YI Udt~t. ru..n11ip.g_l>ac:~ ~.ea..r:d1.ednr..clflY. opeoings_during _SaturJ;l;iy)~~Rtfv.gJp,pJb.~lL~~~~iJnm~g<:!.
(Ronit Larone photo)
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Sports
Owls hilve Lady 'Cats'nu mber again, 9-8-:
defeat.
By John Kelley
This was a tough game all the
It was a fitting way to end this way in which the lead changed
game.
- ·.
-hands four times and there were · With twenty-seven seconds five ties in the game.
remaining and ·the sco,re tied 8Besides the "dynamic duo,"
8, the game came down to a one- Mary Rogers, Anne Sherer, ,and
on-one battle between Temple's )Vendy Crowe also played in
Mandee Moore and Wildcat · their final games.
goaltender Cathy N arsiff.
,After Pauline Collins tied the
. Moore was awarded a free game with 1:01 remaining, the
possession and she took .advan- game seemed destined for overtage of it, maneuvering the ball time. But Temple was able to
and firing a: low shot past - gain control of the ball quickly
N_arsiff to give the Ow ls a 9-8 and win the game with Moore's
win. .
.
clincher. UNH never touched
"She put .i t low, six to eight the ball after that.
:inches off the ground," said
The Wildcats got off to a slow
Narsiff. "It was a good shot." start, but the spectacula·r goalThe loss marked the second· tending of N arsiff kept the
straight year that UNH has Wildcats in the game. She saved
- fallen to the Owls in the nineteen shots, thirteen coming
NCAA's, losing last ;year, 8-5.
in the first half. The Owl goalie,
The real shame about the loss Chrissy Muller, only had to save
was that the athletic careers of seven shots.
Karen Geromini and Pauline
Lynne Abbott (three goals)
Collins came to acrashing halt and Geromini ( one goal, two
iI .
i Saturday after the heartbreaking assists) led the scoring attack

for UNH, while Temple's Gail
Cummings · (four goals) was the
leading scorer in the game.
Abbott began the scoring
with an unassisted goal-at the
4:29 mark. The next four goals
for Temple came by superstar
Cummings. Abbott and Moore
added goals to make the score
4-2 at intermission. UNH was
lucky to be only down by two
goals as they were outshot, 17 4.
"We were a little slow at first.
We lost the ball and kept
turning it over," said Narsiff.
"They (Temple) were getting
the ball through the double team
. _well and passing well.'.!
But at halftime, the team was
inspired by a coach's speech.
"The talk at halftime by the _
coach told us just to give 110%,"
said Narsiff. "She (Marge Anderson) told us that we had had ·
a great season and she told us
why we were hete." After that,
the team finally got it together.

The Wildcats came out fast very well and we gave 110%
in the second half with two goals percent. There is nothing you
in the first five minutes. Gero- can ask of more. Overall, I don't
mini figured in both. She assist- know if people thoµght we
ed Anne Sherer then she added would do as well as we did."
another unassisted goal to tie
the score. ·
·
Temple answered quickly LAX NOTES
.,.w ith two goals to take a 6-4 lead.
Karen Geromini plans on
UNHmade a strong 3-goal run, attending UNH next year and
which gave them their last lead helping coach the field hockey
of the season.
·
team ... Even though Cathy NarTwo goals were scored on free siff is a senior, she still has two
possessions (Sherer and Maura years of eligibility left ... UNH
Naughton). With six minutes finished the season 13-4. The
remaining, the Wildcats took Lady 'Cats scored 10.51 goals
a 7-6 lead.
per game and allowed 6.25 to
Then the Owls showed why find the net each contest. ..
they are the number one team N arsiff finished the season with
in the country by storing two a .63 3 sav~ percentage. Last year ·
goals just twenty-four s~conds her save percentage was over
apart. This set the scene for the 70% ... Geromini finished her
nail-biting finish.
career first on di~ all-time
The ' 'Cats goaltender was scoring list with 235 points (13_4
obviously,disappointed but still goals, 101 assists) ... Collins
satisfied with the team's per- finished her tenure as the allformance. "We said that it is time leading goal-scorer with over," said NarsifC "We played _ 151.

****************

Wildcats win the
necessary one
By Derek O'Grady
ley, and Sean Hamilton added •
What's the best kept secret singles.
' an campus? It could quite pos-·
Northeastern came back with
sibly be the UNH baseball team. seven runs of their own off of
As the campus -readies for finals pitchers Jim Stevens and Joe
and the summer the baseball Teixeira but the UNH lead was
team is readying for the playoffs. too much for the Huskies to
On Saturday UNH beat Nor- overcome. Joe Killilea took the
theastern 9- 7 to clinch the loss for NU. It was the first time
ECAC North tide. The win gave he has lost this season.· _
UNH a 10-5 league record and
With the title clinched, ,coach
first place. Northeastern re- Ted Conner used game two of
bounded to beat th~ 'Cats by the series to give his ymmger
scores of 10-1 and 6-5 but it was players some playing time.
only enough to take second place N~rtheastern took advantage
with a 9-6 record.
· of their ine~perience and cruised
The victory sends UNH into to a 10-1 vtetory.
post season play for the first
Game three was a thrillerr
time since 1984. The 'Cats ·will . taken by Northeastern. Teixeira
join four other league cham-' i started for the 'Cats and went
pions and one wild card team, s_even innings. Ashley gave
in New Britain\ Connecticut for UNH a 2-1 lead in the sixth
the ECAC Regional Tourna- · scoring on a wild pitch.
~
ment. The double elimination
NU took a 3-2 lead in th~
tournament begins Thursday. sixth before UNH rallied. Gregg
The 'Cats' first round opponent Zegras tied it with an RBI single
has yet to be determined.
and Cornellier gave UNH the
Going down to Northeastern lead in the eighth with a double.
the 'Cats knew that they needed
A Gary Nelson double a:hd a Wildcat Mike Levirt receives hearty congratulations from freshman Greg Baxendale in action
just one victory to clinch the John Griffen triple set up a two- earlier in the week. (Ronit Larone photo)
.
title. They wete careful not to run eighth inning and gave
play for just one win.
Northeastern a 5-4 lead. UNH
"After we lost to Holy Cross tied it in the ninth. Steve Larkin
last Thursday we fealt- that we . and Ashley combined singles·
needed to win mo·r e than one to knot the score at five.
.game," said Pete. Cornellier.
which is a tough position, ~nd to the success of this year's
Northeastern won it in their By Derek O'Grady
"We went down to Northeast- · half of the final inning. Howie .
As the baseball team heads he worked real hard to learn it." squad. Against Central Connec· ern with the attitude that we Rosen led off with a single off into the playoffs this week three
"What makes him so valuable ticut State, he executed a perfect wanted to win two or three of Tom Charbono. He took Wildcats will be giving ·just a to the team," said Conner, "is squeeze bunt to knock in the
games, not just the one we second on a sacrifice and scored l little bit extra. Seniors Pete his personality. He's a true winning run in a crucial league
needed. It ·was business as on a Wildcat error.
Cornellier, Tom Ferrin, and leader on and off the field. The game. He also ,caught two
usual."
.
UNH's overall record n·o w Steve Larkin _will be playing best thing he does as a catcher, runners stealing in the late
J:hey took care of business stands at 19-20. They have two the_ir final games before gradua- and it's so important, is handle innings of the third Maine game
. right away. As soon as they got games scheduled for tomorrow tion and will be fighting- to go the pitchers well. We're going allowing UNH to win arid vault
to miss him."
off the bus and took Parsons at Southern Maine and two out on a winning note.
into _a first place tie ahead of
Fielq they jumped out to a 9- ' Wednesday at Dartmouth. With
The players look up to Cor- the Black Bears.
All three players have con0 lead. Before they knew what the playoffs starting on Thurs- tributed greatly to the UNH nellier and it's clear he's proud
Ferrin has also been a fixture
hit th~m the Huskies were out day the Wildcats· will be a busy baseball program. Cornellier to be their captain. "The best on the team since his freshman
of the game and out of the group. The team is confident has served both as a sturdy thing that happened to me was year. Ironically, the- second
playoffs.
catcher and as the current team being electec;l captain. I've played baseman from Longmeadow,
about their chances~
A series of walks and a Mike
"We don't know anything captain. The 5' 8" player from with som&_gireat players here, Massachusetts, was told he'd
Levin single got UNH off to a about our opposition," said Charlotte Hall, -Maryland has like Mike Shriner, but this year's never make the team.
3-0 second inning _lead in ·the Cornellier. "But if our pitching made the best of his abilities. · group is the best I've been with.
"I went to a f elativ-ely small
fourth. Levin had two hits in is on and we do .our thing like
"We -knew Pete had played We ' re much tighter than any high school and I was told by
the inning. Darren Marcou had we did against.Maine and Hart- ,alot more infiefd when he was of the teams I've been on."
my coach that it would be· next
an inside-the-_Rark home run'
Two plays Cornellier made
in Maryland, " said Coach Ted ,and Mike Lassonq.~, Se~P,4~h-, ,FI~_
ST I',LACE, p~g~ 2b
Co_nnei. ·:w _e .put him at cafcher,,~ this season have been incidental _SENIORS,-page 26

·''.. Wouldn"'t trade anything.. "
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